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In Romania, the administration naturally generates valuable data in its course of 
action, however, such data are lost, because they are never collected for the purpose of 
monitoring and improving public policy processes. For instance, during the pandemic, 
the Police enforced penalties, but we do not precisely know against whom, how large 
and for what offence, because there was no interest to keep detailed records. This is 
just one instance of a failed opportunity among many others, which proves that the 
internal logics in accordance with which the institutions operate should be changed, in 
order to generate useful information, not only for the public, but especially for their own 
management. Without this, no e-government system transplanted from outside the public 
administration will ever yield results.

In order to further document such sectoral policy in detail, EFOR ran an experiment to 
request from the Police, in accordance with Law no. 544, in all counties of Romania, 
data which are generally public, then to appeal in court any incomplete replies received. 
Our conclusions are alarming: the administrative practice is not at all unitary, and court 
decisions are almost random. Furthermore, the Parliament’s non-action favors uncertainty 
and the waste of time and resources in the judicial system. Please find further details on 
this report in the second chapter.

Finally, the last section concerns the financing of parties and electoral campaigns, which 
is a topic of endless controversy worldwide. The issue in Romania is that there still isn’t 
in place an open data monitoring system at an appropriate standard and we have been 
wandered for years among Excel and scanned pdf files. There is still enough time until 
2024 to implement the open data standard, but only if we get moving right away. 
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From open data to development
Radu Puchiu, co-founder H.appy Cities 

Let’s walk through this exercise together. Imagine, for a moment, that you are in a video 
game, enclosed in a black box, parachuted somewhere on the globe. You don’t know 
where you landed: it might be the Siberian tundra or the Sahara Desert, but you can bring 
one item of clothing and one tool with you. Your mission is to reach the capital of the 
country there, without any other tool or map. Once you get out, the box closes, there is no 
possibility for return. You are, as the gamers would say, in survival mode.

Well, this survival mode is where the Romanian administration is when choosing whether 
to use the data or not, in order to orient or to make decisions. Sometimes, it does not 
even collect or centralise them. The currently ongoing sanitary crisis has shed light than 
ever on this failure of the administration. From the initial hardships to accurately identify 
the number of existing beds and the number of available personnel, up to the by now 
famous uncertainties as to whether students need tablets, to the method of centralising 
the number of cases and to the number of small businesses impacted, all revealed a huge 
need to collect and to analyse data to substantiate an informed decision.

By not collecting data, not analysing them, it is impossible to substantiate public policies, 
to perform thorough investments and to correctly develop a country. 

Are the data necessary?
We will start from the personal, human level, with a question: would you get on a plane 
with broken flight instruments? Most often, when we talk about the usefulness of data 
analysis, the consensus is general. Yes, we know they are helpful, that we need them. 
Nevertheless, what should be done and which are the advantages?

Let’s focus on a small current example. In this crisis generated by COVID-19, the country-
level goal is for it to use its resources as best it can, in order for the population to overcome 
this period: for the healthcare system to cope with it, to minimize the number of infected 
people and deaths because of this disease. In this case, if public health is the goal, then all 
other institutions and their actions should be aligned with this goal. For this purpose, the 
existence of appropriate measuring tools is imperative.

How is it otherwise possible, for instance, to measure whether the fines imposed by law 
enforcers were effective? By knowing how many, against whom, where and when they 
were imposed, by laying them over an incidence and risk map and seeing the evolution 
over time, we could draw interesting conclusions. This is also an appropriate mechanism 
for determining the intensity of interventions (for instance, to use only a warning in a 
risk-free area and to impose much more severe and strict measures in an already 
confirmed outbreak centre). Similarly, by following the evolution over time, behavioural 
patterns may be identified, certain measured may be validated and certain scenarios may 
be anticipated. In times of crisis, such analyses may save lives, including those of law 
enforcers or healthcare personnel.
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We would point out a relevant example of response in times of crisis. There was every 
chance for Taiwan to have been severely impacted by the COVID-19 crisis, because it 
had originated from the neighbouring China. Nevertheless, the authorities in this country 
successfully implemented, in record time, an efficient response plan. When faced with 
this situation, the Ministry of Health and Welfare in the said country activated the Central 
Epidemic Command Centre (CECC), in charge of coordinating with the other agencies 
by integrating the databases and mobilizing the resources required to fight against the 
effects of the epidemics. In less than 4 days, the data concerning health insurances, 
immigration and border traffic were brought together. Simultaneously, more than 120 fast 
response actions were categorised, in order to minimize the risk of infection, including by 
providing case recognition codes, isolation and quarantine, thus creating what they called 
“the digital fence”1.

The population’s reply was appropriate. Through the confidence instilled and the 
transparency of the data provided2 - a community of IT specialists populated all these 
data on risk maps, in real time, and the Deputy Prime Minister appointed to coordinate 
the crisis constantly communicated over the social media - the authorities successfully 
involved the public and used their help in preventing the epidemics from spreading. All 
data, including those from the citizens, were used in order to permanently appraise the 
situation and take the required measures. As a result, in Taiwan there are, one year into the 
epidemic, 912 confirmed cases and 8 deaths because of COVID-19, at a population of 23 
million3. The secret? The tough lesson learned after the SARS epidemics of 2003. 

It may look like an exaggerated example, from another world, but if you look closely, it 
is nothing more than an administration who understood that there is no other way to 
fight against this crisis. The role of data and transparency is obvious. The collection and 
analysis of data, as also revealed by Taiwan’s example, affords an improvement of public 
interventions over time, be they at the level of policies or case-by-case decisions. 

A collaborative process
Most of the times, data analysis requires more than one resource, and this was a 
constant challenge, especially at local level. The data need to be centralised from several 
institutions, with various subordinations and training, with differently structured data, etc. 
This is a reality in today’s Romania, but it is one relatively easily changed. We suggest 
several possibilities here:

1. We need to understand the role of data, as explained above. The temptation is 
for the public actors involved to minimize their significance, or to say that they have 
no data, because they do not collect them. This is an effort which, most of the times, 
generates no advantages for the persons making it. However, the benefits for the 
society are huge, if their value is fully understood. Coordination will be swifter, results 

1https://www.gmfus.org/blog/2020/05/13/taiwans-coronavirus-lesson-technology-
transparency
2 https://time.com/5805629/coronavirus-taiwan/
3 https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html

https://www.gmfus.org/blog/2020/05/13/taiwans-coronavirus-lesson-technology-transparency
https://www.gmfus.org/blog/2020/05/13/taiwans-coronavirus-lesson-technology-transparency
 https://time.com/5805629/coronavirus-taiwan/ 
https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/map.html 
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will be better and, last, but not least, the very effort of the persons involved in the 
administrative act will be smaller.

2. What needs to be understood is what data exist or may be obtained. We urge you 
to look at newer technology companies, where any data is treated as important. To be 
aware, at the local level, of how many inhabitants there are, how they are divided into 
age, where they are, how they may be reached if need be, whether they own a mobile 
telephone, their relatives, income, needs – everything is hugely helpful in managing 
a crisis. Only think how much effect was required to collect this minimum amount of 
data in the spring of last year.

3. The anxiety relating to the quality of data or what they might reveal should be 
overcome. “If people don’t know what you are doing, they don’t know what you are 
doing wrong, either” is a famous line in the British sitcom “Yes, Minister!”. The data will 
not improve unless we open them for other institutions and for the society. In follow-
up to the example of fines above, if I am not certain that I have accurately numbered 
how many I have imposed, against whom, where, how much, it seems easier to say 
that I do not possess that information. And this situation will go on forever. The only 
way for improvement is to open them to the other institutional partners because, 
most of the times, many of the data are interrelated: what I am missing might derive 
from someone else’s data.

4. Therefore, it is necessary to open the data and to make them available to the 
general public. This is the best way to check and validate them and, furthermore, an 
open door for cooperation with the environment outside the institutions, from where 
relevant information for the public system could also originate.

Openness for permanent improvement
We would insist on this last issue, namely data openness. The administrations who 
understood their value use public data for several critical purposes. The first one pertains 
to transparency – we could also refer to it as the honesty of public relations. “These are 
the data in my possession. I don’t know whether they are good, I don’t know whether they 
suffice, however, I rely my decision on them”. This is, usually, the approach. The second 
purpose would consist of increasing the responsibility at the level of the institution, by a 
clear description of policy targets and the extent to which they are reached. The last and 
most important one, in our opinion, is the possibility to permanently improve the system, 
especially through cooperation with the public. 

Here are a few examples: Many personal decisions take the weather data into account. 
What you probably did not know is that this information relies on open data, and the 
forecasts become increasingly accurate as more and more agencies contribute to them. 
Similarly for the GPS system: could you imagine the world of today without maps on your 
mobile telephone or traffic applications? Well, this is another example of system running 
on open data. 

Another example: The National Heritage Institute published a list of historical monuments 
which it had within its jurisdiction, but it was uncertain of the quality of the information. 
Within 48 hours, it received from the community of digital map contributors rectifications 
and suggestions which correctly positioned the monuments on the map. How long would 
this have taken, by means of institutional efforts with its own employees?
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And the last one: The UK Government opens several sets of data concerning prescription 
drugs. A private company analyses them and notices that, for the same active substance, 
expensive alternatives were predominantly prescribed. The Government enacts a new 
subsidizing policy affording savings of more than GBP 300 million.

Therefore, there is indisputably a direct connection between the data collection effort, their 
analysis, the decision based on such analyses and expediting the public administration 
reforms. Irrespective of whether we are talking about institutions or local or central 
authorities, or country, this effort to permanently improve the policies enforced is efficient 
if it is consistent, and open. The enactment of open data standards is one of the criteria 
which sets apart a modern and efficient administration from an obsolete one. My urge 
is to understand this direct connection data - analysis - decision as a default way to 
development.
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Case Study 1
Fumbling through the pandemics 
with the penalty policy

“Beyond the immediate health and economic impact, the COVID-19 crisis created a 
wide variety of challenges for society, and more specifically for public administrations 
and legal and constitutional systems. The crisis has proven to be a real-life stress test 
for the resilience of national systems in times of crisis. All Member States have taken 
exceptional measures in order to protect public health, and most have declared some 
form of public emergency, or granted special emergency powers, under constitutional 
provisions or public health protection laws. Changing or suspending customary 
national checks and balances can pose particular challenges for the rule of law, and 
these developments became a major issue of public debate in certain Member States. 
As a result, the Commission has been closely monitoring the application of emergency 
measures and this is reflected in the country chapters, where appropriate.” (2020 
Rule of Law Report, The rule of law situation in the European Union)

This section details the results of an EFOR experiment aimed at analysing objective 
indicators able to assess the efficiency of public policies of penalties implemented by 
Romania during the emergency state enforced in response to COVID 19. We have looked at 
the legal frame, we have requested information relating to the penalties imposed from the 
Romanian Police and from the Gendarmerie, and where the information was incomplete, 
we have initiated court actions in reliance upon the provisions of Law No. 544/2001.

Main findings:
1. The legal frame governing the state of emergency is obsolete and not adjusted to 
the medical crises: Government Emergency Ordinance No. 1/1999. The Constitutional 
Court1 invalidated, in April 2020, the legal grounds for the enforcement of penalties 
in a state of emergency, because the legal regulation did not provide sufficient 
guarantees for accessibility, clarity, accuracy, and predictability. In the absence of 
such guarantees, the enforcement officers are allowed to freely select penalties from 
a too wide range of options, according to the Constitutional Court of Romania. The 
data we collected and detail in this report are in support of this conclusion.

2. The Constitutional Court of Romania’s decision to invalidate the legal grounds 
of penalty enforcement did not manage, however, to solve the matter of the fines 
imposed, in practice. In the absence of a consistent legislative solution (for instance, 
fiscal amnesty for this type of penalties which, however, are left without a legal ground) 
the fined entities need to request the cancellation of their fines in court. It goes without 
saying that not all of the fined entities can afford the resources required to resort to 
this mechanism. The partial data we collected from courts2 suggest that only a small 

1 Decision no. 152/2020
2 Please find below an illustration of limitations relating to the availability of court data
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percentage of the fines have been challenged (approximately 12000). Even though 
this percentage is small, the number of cases generated in courts was significant, 
thus unreasonably burdening the court caseloads with trials which could have been 
avoided, had a legislative solution been found for this issue. To make things even 
worse, the media has reported about action taken by the National Agency for Fiscal 
Administration (ANAF) to enforce the imposed fines, albeit invalidated in court. This 
is a pressing matter, which should be solved by the lawmakers in order to avoid an 
artificial burdening of the courts of law with trials, and the waste of public and private 
resources in court proceedings which could well be avoided.

3. It is impossible to conduct an assessment of the penalizing policy, in the absence 
of full data on the penalties imposed, broken down per types of penalty (fines or 
warnings), the location where the penalty was imposed (rural or urban) and the reasons 
why the penalty was imposed. This is the only way in which we could see whether the 
penalties were indeed imposed predominantly where there were law violation issues 
or if they were rather directed against vulnerable groups, whether warnings and fines 
depended on the severity of offences, whether the various law-enforcers imposed 
fines around the same average value, or if there were discrepancies. The replies 
received from the Romanian Police reveal that no such data are collected in the day-
to-day practice, at this level of detail, unlike the Romanian Gendarmerie, from which 
we received broken-down data for all counties. Where we could acquire comparative 
data after court proceedings, we were able to conduct an analysis of the manner in 
which the Police and Gendarmerie acted at the level of the same county. 

4. Finally, we will present a comparative analysis of how Romanian court apply Law 
No. 544/2001. We have appealed in court in all counties the incomplete reply received 
from the Police, thus generating 42 trials with quasi-identical object. Although court 
proceedings are not completed in all cases, we already have studied enough rulings to 
conclude that Romania is currently unable to enforce consistently the legal provisions 
that govern access to public information, although its main transparency instrument 
(Law No. 544/2001) has been around for almost 20 years. Moreover, the difference of 
opinion among the courts of law is major (before the court of first instance, EFOR won 
21 cases, and the Police 20 cases (the case in Galaţi has the first court hearing in April 
2021, although the motion was submitted in June 2020); in the second appeal, EFOR 
won 8 cases, and the Police 12 cases – the other cases are still pending). We even 
have diverging solutions at the level of the same appeal court, from different panels 
of judges. The above data clearly reveal that there are various interpretations of Law 
No. 544/2001 not only at the level of the administration – as already illustrated, two 
law enforcement authorities (the Police and the Gendarmerie) have different outlooks 
on the access to information – but, moreover, the differences of opinion extend to the 
court system, thus generating an environment of major legal uncertainty.  

There have been notable cases where the Police decided to deliver the data after the 
decision issued by the court of first instance in favor of EFOR. This is the case with the 
County Police Inspectorate of Olt, who decided to nevertheless submit an appeal after 
they delivered the information (the court concluded that the second appeal was moot) 
and the County Police Inspectorate of Bistriţa. This is yet another proof that the quality 
of motivations is extremely important and that a strong judgment may persuade and 
change the practice of the administration. 

Since then, not only Romania’s Parliament failed to propose a new legal framework to 
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regulate the state of emergency to 21st century standards, but we do not even have a 
general framework for the state of alert. On 15 May 2020, the Parliament of Romania 
enacted Law No. 55/2020 on certain measures to prevent and combat the effects of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, which applies to the state of alert. Nevertheless, Law No. 55/2020 
is not a legal frame generally applicable to the state of alert, if not a law applicable in 
the context of the COVID-19 pandemics, as deriving from its title. What will happen 
when Romania will be faced with a new crisis, generated, for instance, by an earthquake 
or a flood? We will most certainly not have an appropriate legal frame for the state of 
emergency. The question is whether there will be one for the state of alert?

In the end, approximately one year after the state of emergency was enforced in Romania, 
the Romanian State does not possess full data on how many penalties were imposed at 
national level for the violation of restrictions, what kind of penalties were imposed, which 
are the areas with issues where more penalties were imposed and the reason for all these. 
Additionally, after the article which allowed the penalties to be imposed was declared 
unconstitutional, what happened with them?

EFOR requested, in reliance upon Law No. 544/2001, this information to be provided by 
the competent institutions and tried to put together an overview of the penalizing policy 
enforced by the Romanian public authorities. 
 

Legal frame
In the context of the first COVID-19 cases, Romania decided to use the legal frame afforded 
by Government Emergency Ordinance No. 1/1999 on curfew and state of emergency, a 
law more than 20 years old, which had not been devised for the management of crises 
generated by virus outbreaks. 

Between 16 March and 14 May 2020, a state of emergency was enforced throughout 
the territory of Romania (by means of Presidential Decree No. 195/2020). During the 
two months of emergency, the Ministry of Interior enacted 12 Military Ordinances, which 
gradually imposed restrictions, with a view to preventing the spread of COVID-19, including 

Article 1, Minister Order no. 3/2020
Persons shall not be allowed to leave their homes/households, except in the following situations:
a) for professional reasons, including from home/household to the location/locations where the 
professional activity takes place and back;
b) for procuring goods covering the basic needs of persons and pets/domestic animals, as well as goods 
required for the performance of the professional activity;
c) for medical care which cannot be postponed or performed remotely;
d) for justified reasons, such as ensuring child care/ child attendance or assistance to the senior, ill or 
disabled persons or in case of the death of a family member;
e) exercise performed shortly near the home/household (no team/ group sports allowed) or walking the 
pets/taking care of other needs of domestic animals;
f) blood donations in blood transfer centers;
g) humanitarian or charitable activities;
h) farming;
i) farmers selling their produce.
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by limiting personal rights and freedoms. On 25 March 2020, the most severe restrictions 
were enforced in terms of freedom of movement, by Military Ordinance No. 3/24 March 
2020, which continued in effect until 14 May 2020. 

During this period, anyone who wanted to leave home had to carry an affidavit, appropriately 
filled out, or a certificate from their employer. The violation of these restrictions amounted 
to a civil offence and was punishable by warning or fine (in accordance with Article 28 
of Government Emergency Ordinance No. 1/1999). The Romanian Police, the Romanian 
Gendarmerie and the local police were appointed to watch to the observance of such 
restrictions (Article 14 of Minister Order No. 3/20202) and to impose penalties. On 31 
March, Government Emergency Ordinance No. 34/2020 came into effect, which hardened 
the penalties imposed in case of violation of restrictions. 

On 16 April 2020, the Ombudsman challenged before the Constitutional Court several 
of the provisions of Government Emergency Ordinance No. 1/1999, including Article 28 
governing the penalty status for the infringement of restrictions enacted by means of 
the Military Ordinances, as well as Government Emergency Ordinance No. 34/2020 in 
its entirety. On 6 May 2020, the Constitutional Court ruled that Article 28 of Government 
Emergency Ordinance No. 1/1999 and the provisions of Government Emergency Ordinance 
No. 34/2020 are unconstitutional3.

 

 

Period of time  Limits of the fine imposed  

Fine imposed against 
natural persons  

Fine imposed against 
legal entities  

16-30 March 2020-  100 – 5,000 RON  1,000 – 70,000 RON  

From 30 March 2020  2,000 – 20,000 RON  10,000 – 70,000 RON  

 

3 Constitutional Court Decision no. 152/2020       
(http://legislatie.just.ro/Public/DetaliiDocumentAfis/22555).

“Civil law, just like criminal law, is of a subsidiary nature, and only intervenes where other legal 
means do not suffice to protect certain social values. Under such circumstances, the normative 
acts with legal force and the administrative acts with normative force laying down and penalizing 
civil offences need to satisfy all rule quality conditions: accessibility, clarity, accuracy and 
predictability. Now, the Court finds that the provisions of Article 28 paragraph (1) in the phrase 
“infringement of the provisions of Article 9 amounts to civil offence” qualifies as civil offence the 
infringement of the general obligation to abide by and apply all measures laid down in 
Government Emergency Ordinance no. 1/1999, in the related normative acts, as well as in the 
military ordinances or in orders, specific for the state enforced, without expressly distinguishing 
the acts, facts or omissions which could entail civil liability. By default, the determination of 
facts the perpetration of which amounts to civil offences is arbitrarily left at the discretion of 
the law enforcing officer, without the law maker laying down the criteria and conditions 
required for the ascertainment and imposition of penalties for civil offences. At the same time, in 
the absence of a clear representation of the elements making up the civil offence, the judges 
themselves are not afforded the necessary benchmarks for the enforcement and interpretation 
of the law, when settling complaints against the protocol for the ascertainment and penalizing of 
the civil offence.”

http://legislatie.just.ro/Public/DetaliiDocumentAfis/22555
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As regards Government Emergency Ordinance No. 34/2020, the Constitutional Court 
of Romania reached the conclusion that it infringes Article 115 paragraph (6) of the 
Constitution, which stipulates that the Government cannot restrict rights and freedoms 
by means of government emergency ordinances and that “by its normative content, it was 
meant to restrict the exercise of fundamental rights and freedoms (the ownership right, 
the right to labor and social protection, the right to information, economic freedom)”.

The status of fines imposed during the state of emergency remains uncertain. Following 
the decision of the Constitutional Court of Romania, the penalties imposed during the 
state of emergency were devoid of a legal basis. But what happened in practice? The 
protocols were not cancelled as a result of the decision issued by the Constitutional Court 
of Romania, they need to be appealed in court by the private persons and legal entities 
fined, within the timeframe stipulated in Government Ordinance No. OG 2/2001. Although 
the Senate immediately initiated a bill of law which would have pardoned all fines imposed 
during the state of emergency, no such law was adopted so far.

Some of the penalized persons appealed the protocols before courts of law, within the 
time frame or after the time frame stipulated by law, others did not appeal the protocols 
and either paid, or did not paid the fines imposed against them. The protocols ascertaining 
the civil offence, issued during the state of emergency, could be appealed in court within 
15 days after the ascertainment, in accordance with Government Ordinance No. 2/2001. 
However, during the state of emergency, all court hearings were suspended, in accordance 
with Presidential Decree No. 195/2020. Thus, the 15-day time frame started running from 
15 May, when the state of emergency was lifted. We have requested data from all 176 local 
courts in the country, on how many of these protocols were appealed in court. Among 
them, 157 local courts replied. We know that at least 12,000 cases have been docketed by 
citizens appealing such fines, which became devoid of legal ground.  This means an extra 
caseload for the already overburdened courts of more than 12,000 new cases (appeals 
against the protocols) and for the tax administration, which continued to issue payment 
notices for the fines imposed during the state of emergency.  In other words, an inefficient 
use of resources, in the context of a continued state of alert nationwide. The impact was 
that much stronger on vulnerable persons who do not possess the necessary resources 
to appeal such protocols in court and which were left with these fines, the value of which 
is not at all low (an average of more than RON 1800), the legal status of which is uncertain.
 
As percentage, only a small number of the protocols were appealed, according to the 
official data which we received from the courts – which means that the legal uncertainty 
continues to entail an impact on the vast majority of the fines imposed. Although only 
4.08% of the penalties imposed nationwide were appealed in court, in reality, the courts’ 
workload was significant. More than 11,000 new cases were initiated at the level of local 
courts across the country. Before the Local Court of Brăila, 741 appeals were submitted, 
before the Local Court of Fălticeni, 477 appeals were submitted, and before the Local 
Court of Cluj 332 appeals. 
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Of them, 69% of the appeals brought before the court were admitted at national level 
and merely 4.34% were dismissed, while 11% were cancelled. Most likely, the dismissed 
appeals were submitted beyond the statutory term, and the reasons for cancellation 
related to the regularity of motions.

Mention is to be made that the data provided by courts of law are partial and, at times, 
inconsistent. Out of the 157 local courts from which we received replies, 21 could not 
provide any information, claiming that the ECRIS electronic system contains no such 
records, and the individual examination of each and every file concerning the cancellation 
of civil offence protocols would require an effort which exceeds the court’s resources. 
The other local courts provided data manually gathered from the files docketed with that 
court. Among the local courts which could provide no data are the local courts of 1st, 2nd, 
3rd, 5th and 6th Districts of Bucharest, as well as local courts from county capitals, such 
as Oradea, Constanţa, Craiova, Ploiești, Timișoara, Tulcea, Târgu-Jiu, Focșani and Bârlad.

“As regards the number of cases concerning the subject of your interest, please note 
that we do not have such a list in place. We searched the ECRIS system, and the 
itemized list of the ECRIS system does not contain the “cancellation of civil offence 
protocol” as a separate item, based on the legal grounds consisting of the enforcement 
of civil penalties by the law enforcer, as all cases concern the cancellation of civil 
offence protocols. To conclude, ECRIS does not allow for the identification of cases 
concerning the subject specified by you in your request. 

Considering the large number of cases concerning the cancellation of civil offence 
protocols, and since the workload required for the identification of the cases that 
are of interest to you is quite large, and considering that the Information and Public 
Relations Office is understaffed, in accordance with Article 11, paragraph 1 of Law No. 
544/2001, according to which persons conducting surveys and researches for their 
own interest or for professional reasons may access the documents of the public 
authority or institution, in reliance upon a personal request, in observance of the law, 
you are hereby invited to the headquarters of Ineu Local Court, in order to consult all 
cases concerning the cancellation of civil offence protocols, docketed in the period 
you provided in your request, in order to identify yourself the cases of interest to you.” 
(Local Court of Ineu, Alba County)

 

 

The total 
number of 
penalties 
imposed 

at national 
level 

(Gendarmerie 
and Police)

  
 

 

  
 

 

Admitted Rejected  Cancelled Declined  Pending 
settlement  

282.390  
 

The total 
number of 

appeals 
submitted in 

court at 
national 

level

12,136
(approximate
ly 4.29% of 
the penalties 
were 
appealed at 
national 
level) 

8,495
(69% of all 
national-level 
appeals)
 

527
(4.34% of all 
national-level 
appeals)

1,353
(11% of all 
national-level 
appeals)

 

141
(1.16% of all 
national-level 
appeals)

 

690
(5.68% of all 
national-level 
appeals)
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IN A STATE OF HAZE: THE OPEN DATA  FAILURE IN ROMANIA

Data on the fines imposed: 
what we requested and why
In April 2020, EFOR requested from the County Police Inspectorates (IJP) and the 
Romanian Police to provide data on the value and number of civil penalties imposed, 
broken down per (a) the period when they were imposed: 15-31 March 2020, 1-15 April 
2020, 15-21 April 2020; (b) the location where they were imposed (rural and urban); (c) 
type of violations of restrictions enforced by means of the military ordinances for which 
they were imposed.

We wanted to see whether, in practice, the penalizing policy applied by law enforcers 
complies with the criteria laid down by the Constitutional Court of Romania or whether 
the determination of offences the perpetration of which amounts to civil offences was left 
at the discretion of law enforcers. Were warnings or fines predominantly used? Was there 
a similitude or discrepancy in using a certain type of penalty (fine, warning) by various 
institutions (Police or Gendarmerie) in the same county? Which were the areas where the 
observance of restrictions proved to be more difficult, the rural or the urban environment? 
What type of offences were these penalties imposed for and which criteria were used, in 
practice, by law enforcers in imposing a more severe or more lenient penalty?

The Romanian Police recommended that we approach the County Police Inspectorates, 
claiming that there were no nationwide centralized data. The information provided by 
County Police Inspectorates were incomplete. More specifically, they provided the total 
number of penalties and the aggregate value thereof, broken down into the three periods 
indicated, however, without informing how many they were imposed in the urban/rural 
area or for what type of offences. Furthermore, they could provide no data on how many 
of the penalties imposed were fines and how many were warnings. It is obvious that these 
gaps directly impact the Police’s ability to analyse its own penalizing policy, in terms of 
efficiency and predictability.

The analysis of data initially provided by the County Police Inspectorates in May 2020 
following this request may be found in the report “The crisis of fines: how should the 
epidemics be combated?” published by EFOR.

We had specified then that counties with the highest aggregate values of penalties 
imposed throughout the period were Dolj, Iași, Prahova, Timiș and Mureș. The first three 
counties (Dolj, Iași and Prahova) imposed penalties amounting to approximately RON 17 
million, and Timiș and Mureș of approximately RON 15 million. Most of the penalties were 
imposed in Prahova (11462), Constanţa (9556), Iași (8720), Dolj (7846) and Timiș (7658).

https://expertforum.ro/criza-amenzilor/
https://expertforum.ro/criza-amenzilor/
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The average value of penalties imposed amounted to more than RON 2,000 in 15 counties 
of Romania, a very large amount when compared to the revenues in Romania. Additionally, 
the very large differences between the penalties imposed (as average value) in each 
county confirms, in practice, the wide margin of appraisal allowed to the penalizing officer, 
as contended in Constitutional Court of Romania’s Decision No. 152/2020.

According to the data provided in May 2020 by County Police Inspectorates, depending 
on the average value of penalties imposed throughout the period for which we requested 
data (16 March-21 April 2020), the top counties are Bihor, Tulcea, Bistriţa Năsăud, Neamţ 
and Mehedinţi. The average value of penalties imposed amounted to more than RON 
2,000 in 15 counties of Romania. The top ranking is Bihor, where the average value of 
penalties amounted to RON 2,878. Naturally, the average value calculated depends on the 
total number of penalties imposed, because we do not know how many of them are fines. 

Top 5 ranking counties, according to the total value of penalties 
(RON)

Total value of penalties (RON)

Dolj Iași Prahova Timiș Mureș
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Top 5 ranking counties with the highest number of 
penalties imposed

Total number of penalties imposed
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IN A STATE OF HAZE: THE OPEN DATA  FAILURE IN ROMANIA

Without knowing how many of the penalties imposed are fines, we cannot calculate 
the average value of fines imposed by County Police Inspectorates.  Nevertheless, after 
receiving full information from several County Police Inspectorates, we will update the 
chart. Thus, in the top counties with the highest average values of penalties, Mehedinţi 
county ranks first. The actual average value of a fine in Mehedinţi County was RON 3101. 
In Bistriţa, the actual average value of the fine was also RON 2714.

(Table updated with the actual average value for 5 counties: Bistriţa-Năsăud, Gorj, Mehedinţi, 
Mureș and Olt)

Despite being public data, this information may not be found in the statistic records collected 
by the County Police Inspectorates – according to the County Police Inspectorates. In 
fact, this information is necessarily specified in all civil offence ascertaining protocols 
(where the civil offence is recorded) and it should be found in the statistic records drawn 
up by the Police.

The highest average values of penalties
(updated as of 2021)

Average value

Bistriţa NăsăudTulceaMehedinţi NeamţBihor

3,101

2,878 2,829 2,798
2714

The highest average values of penalties

Average value

Bistriţa NăsăudMehedinţiBihor TulceaNeamţ

2,878 2,829 2,798 2,718 2,328
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Average value of penalty (RON)
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IN A STATE OF HAZE: THE OPEN DATA  FAILURE IN ROMANIA

The failure of the County Police Inspectorates to collect such data is a major vulnerability 
in drawing up realistic public policies, relying upon relevant information. In their absence, 
it is impossible to respond reasonably in case of a crisis, because we will never know 
where sufficiently severe issues were identified, justifying the enforcement of penalties. 
The over-zealousness phenomena will also be impossible to detect and debate outside 
the system, given that the information is not transparent to the general public, and over-
zealousness is hidden behind values aggregated at county level. 

Data from the Gendarmerie
EFOR submitted an identical request to the General Inspectorate of Romanian Gendarmerie, 
who provided in a consolidated fashion all data requested for each and every county: the 
total number and total value of the penalties imposed throughout the requested period (16 
March – 21 April 2020), and broken down into the three periods, as well as the breakdown 
into warnings/fines, rural/urban area and by types of infringements. 

The counties with the highest total value of fines are Brașov (RON 4,265,700), Bucharest 
(RON 4,156,450), Iași (RON 3,105,600), Constanţa (RON 2,412,400), Bacău (RON 
1,770,600) and Neamţ (RON 1,724,650). Iași is listed in both records, of the Police and of 
the Gendarmerie, while the other counties are different. 

The counties with the highest number of fines imposed are Brașov (2,733), Constanţa 
(1,504), Iași (1,314), Prahova (1,189) and Bacău (1,162). Apart from Prahova, the other 
four counties rank among the top counties with the highest number of fines imposed and 
(Brașov, Bacău, Iași, Constanţa).

Top 5 ranking counties with the highest total values of fines 
(RON)
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Top 5 ranking counties with the highest total number of 
fines imposed

BacăuBrașov Iași PrahovaConstanţa
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Top 5 ranking counties with the highest average value 
of fines imposed (RON)

SălajNeamţ Mehedinţi Caraș-SeverinTulcea
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Throughout the reference period (15 March - 21 April 2020), the counties having charged 
the highest fines were Neamţ (RON 3,442 RON), Tulcea (RON 3,384), Mehedinţi (RON 
3,235), Caraș-Severin (RON 3,184) and Sălaj (RON 2,513). We can see that, in these 
counties, the average fines were rather large, in certain cases exceeding the average 
income earned in March 2020: RON 3294.
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Average value of fines imposed by the Gendarmerie (RON)
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The data provided by the Gendarmerie reveal that the fine was the penalty predominantly 
used in all counties, and not warnings. The county that reported the highest number of 
warnings during the period under scrutiny is Alba, with 123 warnings (43% of the penalties), 
followed by Caraș-Severin with 124 warnings (38% of the penalties) and Constanţa with 
654 warnings (30% of the penalties). In 32 counties, warnings account for fewer than 
20% of the penalties imposed. In Tulcea (3 warnings) and Bihor (2 warnings), are among 
the top counties in terms of the average value of fines, warnings account for fewer than 
1% of the penalties. This suggests that the ambiguity of legal provisions allowed the law 
enforcement officers to decide to use the most severe form of penalty (fine) in most cases.

The Gendarmerie imposed penalties in the urban and rural areas, however, no information 
was provided to us as to how many of them were warnings. In general, penalties were 
mainly imposed in the urban area. In most counties (30), the Gendarmerie issued less than 
20% of the penalties imposed in the rural area. There is only once exception, Bihor County, 
where the Gendarmerie imposed 96% of the penalties in the rural area. If we correlate this 
information with the fact that in Bihor there were only 2 warnings and 145 fines issued 
by the Gendarmerie, as well as the fact that Bihor ranks sixth in the top of counties with 
the highest average values of fines (RON 2,459), we reach the conclusion that the fines 
imposed in the rural area of Bihor County were higher.

The variation in the quality of data impairs our ability to conduct a comparative analysis 
between the penalizing policy of these two institutions (the Romanian Police and the 
Romanian Gendarmerie).  While, for the Gendarmerie, the data allow us to accurately 
calculate the average fines (by excluding, from the total number of penalties, the warnings 
assessed at RON 0), for the Police, the only average value which may be calculated is 
the average value of penalties, which is certainly lower than the average value of fines 
imposed.

A comparative analysis is only possible in respect of the total number of penalties, the 
total value of penalties and the calculated average of penalties (not fines), because 
County Police Inspectorates did not provide information on how many fines and how 
many warnings they imposed.

Counties with the most penalties imposed in the rural area, %

IlfovBihor
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Comparison of the total number of penalties imposed
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Comparison of the average value of penalties 
Police vs. Gendarmerie RON

Average value Police Average value Gendarmerie
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EFOR challenged in court the incomplete replies received from County Police Inspectorates. 
As a result, we received more data from County Police Inspectorates in 5 counties: Bistriţa 
Năsăud, Gorj, Mehedinţi, Mureș and Olt. Such data allow us to run a comparative analysis 
between the data provided by the Gendarmerie and Police in the said counties.

Thus, there are very significant differences between the value of fines imposed between 
the two institutions (Police and Gendarmerie) in the same county, in all three reference 
periods. This only confirms the arbitrariness of penalties imposed by law enforcers in that 
period and the discretionary power afforded to law enforcement officers. In principle, the 
Police imposed fines much higher than the Gendarmerie. 

In Mehedinţi, in all of the three periods, the law enforcers were consistent, imposing fines 
with a close and especially constant average value throughout the period. However, there 
are very high differences in value among the counties. For instance, in Mehedinţi, in the 
first period, the Gendarmerie imposed fines approximately 10 times higher than the value 
of fines imposed in Olt.

Period 15-31 March

Period 1-15 April

 

 

  

County
 

GJ 988.605 1.236  80.900 627  609 

MH 2.139.630 2.779  331.550 3.042  -263 

OT  2.031.330 1.524  47.250 366  1.158 

BN 2.314.624 2.949  295.425 965  1.983 

MS 3.857.650 1.701  85.000 452  1.249 

Data from the County Police 
Inspectorate

Total value of 
penalties 
(RON)

Average 
value of fine
(RON)

Total value of 
penalties
(RON)

Average 
value of fine
(RON)

Data from the Gendarmerie Difference 
Average value 
(County Police 
Inspectorate - 
Gendarmerie)

 
GJ 2.153.720 2.375  133.300 1.515  860 

MH 3.317.715 3.382  255.800 3.322  60 

OT  3.519.282 2.219  208.900 1.785  433 

BN 3.218.210 2.445  437.600 1.743  702 

MS 8.904.655 2.702  289.800 2.100  602 

County Data from the County Police 
Inspectorate

Total value of 
penalties 
(RON)

Average 
value of fine
(RON)

Total value of 
penalties
(RON)

Average 
value of fine
(RON)

Data from the Gendarmerie Difference 
Average value 
(County Police 
Inspectorate - 
Gendarmerie)
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Period 16-21 April 

In terms of type of penalties, both the Gendarmerie, and the Police mainly imposed fines, 
not warnings. 

Types of penalties

GJ 673500 2476  61000 1968  508 

MH 906380 3011  92000 3833  -822 

OT  1700185 2026  67000 2161  -135 

BN 694900 3582  180000 2308  1.274 

MS 2147000 3238  237000 2521  717 

County Data from the County Police 
Inspectorate

Total value of 
penalties 
(RON)

Average 
value of fine
(RON)

Total value of 
penalties
(RON)

Average 
value of fine
(RON)

Data from the Gendarmerie Difference 
Average value 
(County Police 
Inspectorate - 
Gendarmerie)

 

County Data from County Police Inspectorates Data from the Gendarmerie 

Total penalties Fines  Warnings  Total 
penalties

Fines  Warnings  

GJ 2841 1979 
862 (30% of the
total) 295 248 

47 (15,9% of the 
total) 

MH 2341 2052 
289 (12% of the 
total) 225 210 

15 (6% of the 
total) 

OT  4124 3758 
366 (9% of the 
total) 296 277 

19 (6% of the
total) 

BN 2675 2295 
380 (14% of the 
total) 833 635 

198 (23% of the 
total) 

MS 7171 6226 
945 (13% of the 
total) 473 420 

53 (11% of the 
total) 
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Except for Gorj County, where we have received no complete data from judges, we can 
also run a correlated analysis between the penalties imposed and appealed in court:

Thus, the highest number of fines were appealed in Mehedinţi (16.5%), where both the 
Gendarmerie, and the County Police Inspectorate imposed very large fines throughout 
the period (in average, in excess of RON 3,000). In all of these counties, the large majority 
of the challenges were admitted by the courts. The highest number was admitted in Olt 
(90%). 

Interpretation of Law No. 544/2001 in courts of law
County Police Inspectorates refused to provide full data, claiming that they do not possess 
statistic records containing the information we sought (fines vs. warnings, where the 
penalties were imposed and the type of violations). Furthermore, they argued that Law 
No. 544/2001 did not compel them to process the requested data, but only to provide data 
already in the institution’s possession. In June 2020, in order to obtain information from 
County Police Inspectorates, we sued all 42 County Police Inspectorates for unjustified 
refusal, in accordance with Law No. 544/2001, and requested the courts to compel the 
County Police Inspectorates to provide the requested information.

 

 

 

County Admitted Rejected Cancelled Pending 
settlement

 

Bistriţa 
Năsăud 
(incomplete) 

2.930 2.714 1.438 320 

(10,9% of
the fines) 

 

212  

(66%)  

2 66 2 (incomplete
data)  

Mehedinţi 2.262 3.101 3.235 374  

(16,5% of
the fines) 

 

285  

(76%)  

15 
rejected  

63 8  

Mureș 
(incomplete) 

6.646 2.395 1.457 450  

(6,7% of  
the fines) 

323 

(71%)  

14 35 15 (9 
declined)  

Olt 4.035 1.929 1.167 286 

 (7,08% of 
the fines) 

 

258 

(90%)  

8 16 1 (1 stayed 
1 declines) 

 

Total number 
of fined 
imposed 
(Gendarmerie 
and County 
Police 
Inspectorate)

Average value of fine 
(RON)

Appeals in 
court

County 
Police 
Inspec-
torate

Gendarmerie
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Rulings issued by the courts of first instance
The vast majority of courts concluded that Law No. 544/2001 includes the Police as 
public institution and that the requested information fall within the scope of the definition 
of information of public interest.

“(...)  The Romanian Police is of the Ministry of Internal Affairs and is the specialised 
State institution whose duties are to protect the fundamental rights and freedoms 
of persons, the private and public property, prevent and detect criminal offences, 
ensure the observance of public peace and order, in accordance with the law; in 
accordance with Article 2 of the same normative act, the activity of Romanian Police 
is a specialised public service and is carried out in the interest of persons, community, 
and in support of State institutions, exclusively in observance of and for the purpose 
of enforcing the law (...)” (Gorj Tribunal, Decision No. 395/17 July 2020)

There are, however, two exceptions: Dolj Tribunal and Mureș Tribunal, which claim that 
the data concerning penalties imposed by the Police do not pertain and do not directly 
derive from the activity of the Police.

“As regards the information requested by the claimant, which may be of public interest, 
it is obvious that it does not strictly derive from the defendant’s activity, which, in 
order to comply with this request, would need to process and systematize it, which is 
not required by the usual scope 
of work of this institution.

Under such circumstances, 
the court hereby ascertains 
that the information 
requested to be provided by 
the claimant could only be 
delivered by the defendant 
following an activity that is 
not ___________________________ 
in its current obligations, 
therefore, the refusal to 
communicate it may not be 
construed as unreasonable.” 
(Dolj Tribunal, Judgment No. 
991/29 July 2020)

“ (…) person is entitled to 
request and receive from 
the public authorities and 
institutions information of 
public interest specifically 
related to the activity of that 
public authority or institution, 
and not processed data, in a 
statistical form. (...) no legal 
provision could be identified, 
requesting the defendant to store or to process the information in the requested 
manner” (Mureș Tribunal, Judgment No. 298/29 July 2020)
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County Police Inspectorates pleaded in the court of first instance by relying on the 
following arguments:

A. The requested information was not provided because they do not possess 
statistical records in that regard. Furthermore, certain County Police Inspectorates 
delivered data base excerpts, for the purpose of illustrating that the data we requested 
are not collected.

B. Since no such statistics exist, they cannot deliver the data, because Law No. 
544/2001 does not stipulate an obligation to provide processed data, but only to 
provide the data as are. Decision No. 2495/2009 of Bucharest Court of Appeals was 
invoked4. 

C.  The provision of such information means the allocation of additional human 
resources, in order to manually search through the information, and they cannot 
afford this, especially at this time.

D. Some of the County Police Inspectorates used the explanation that the requested 
data would be very difficult to process, in light of the high number of penalties 
imposed across the county and of the organisational structure of the inspectorate, 
to which several subunits, rural Police precincts and commune Police stations are 
subordinated. 

The defence submissions raised before the court of first instance by inspectorates are 
indicative of the fact that there was a coordinated reply at central level, also confirmed 
by a piece of evidence provided by Gorj County Police Inspectorate in the form of a print-
screen of a Whatsapp Police group that discussed the matter (please see above).

Considering that all of the 42 cases concern the same subject-matter and refer to a law 
that is 20 years old, the courts have a deeply ununiform practice. In the court of first 
instance, EFOR won 21 cases and lost 20, the last file, involving Galaţi County Police 
Inspectorate, to be settled no sooner than April 2021.

This almost equal division of rulings is proof that there are still deep discrepancies in 
interpreting Law No. 544/2001, the main instrument based on which the administration 
can be made accountable based on the access to public data.

Thus, the Tribunals that admitted our motion in the first instance held that, given the fact 
that County Police Inspectorates are public institutions falling under the scope of Law 
No. 544/2001 and that the requested data fall within the definition of information of 
public interest (as laid down in Article 2 of Law No. 544/2001, and are not excepted, in 
accordance with Article 12), then County Police Inspectorate had an obligation to provide 
these data. 

A. First of all, the Tribunals argued that the fact County Police Inspectorates did not 
possess statistical reports was irrelevant because, if there was an obligation to only 
communicate the information the institution that decides to collect, then the institution 
would have indirectly restricted the access to information of public interest, in an 
inadmissible manner.

4 http://www.rolii.ro/hotarari/58ab23bde490090c4c001f3e

http://www.rolii.ro/hotarari/58ab23bde490090c4c001f3e
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“(...) the defendant’s allegations concerning the need for the document containing 
specific information requested to exist in advance in order to comply with the 
request for information of public interest has no legal ground, considering that the 
legal definition for information of public interest contained in Article 2 letter (b) of Law 
No. 544/2001 does not stipulate that the information needs to be in the possession of 
the public authority or institution, in order to amount to information of public interest 
in connection with which there is a right of access. If the possession of information 
would be part of the definition, then any public authority or institution could refuse to 
communicate information regarding it or deriving from its activity, by keeping records 
in that respect, and this cannot be allowed.” (Sibiu Tribunal, Judgment No. 534/27 
October 2020)

“Contrary to the defendant’s allegations, the tribunal holds that the normative act 
applicable in this case refers to access to information of public interest, this concept 
having a larger scope than the one regarding the scope of information collected for 
statistical purposes (...). Therefore, although the authorities are free to decide on its 
own methodology to collect information of statistic relevance, this cannot infringe the 
right of any person to access such information.” (Cluj Tribunal, Judgment 2634/02 
December 2020) 

“The Tribunal concludes that the claimant’s motion has merit, as it is not necessary 
for the institution to which the request was submitted to hold any records or 
statistics for a certain type of indicator, but that such data may be delivered, even 
if their acquisition involves the performance of searches at the level of police units 
subordinated to it, the defendant institution itself specifying in the statement of 
defence that there is a unit of the municipality police, 3 units of the town Police, 7 
precincts of rural police and 58 commune Police stations, since the requested data 
derive without question from the activities of the public institution, the alleged difficulty 
in processing the data may only justify the excess of the 10-day timeframe laid down 
in Article 7 paragraph (1) of Law No. 544/2001” (Bistriţa Tribunal No. 228/09 October 
2020)

“There is no doubt that the interrogated institution has an obligation to organise its 
activity, including statistic documenting in observance of Law No. 544/2001, as a 
right and public interest may not be rendered moot, under the pretext that there are 
no statistics. 

The public expectation that statistics exist in connection with the requests in this 
case is lawful and reasonable in the context of the exceptional temporal situation 
envisaged and the existence, we assume, of programs, projects, analyses for the 
prevention of offences of the nature legislated in Government Emergency Ordinance 
No. 1/1999 and the military ordinances, especially in the context of the case decision 
handed down by the Constitutional Court. 

Or, it is difficult to believe that, in the absence of statistics, there is also a strategy 
preventing the perpetration of civil offences, strategy that is also in charge of the 
Police Inspectorate of Maramureș County.” (Maramureș Tribunal, Judgment No. 
1267/16 November 2020)

B. Second of all, the argument that Law No. 544/2001 does not stipulate an obligation 
to process data for the purpose of communication was dismissed.
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“The court finds the defendant’s argument that the law does not impose, on any 
institution, the obligation to process the information held in order to provide the 
stakeholders with statistics, is ungrounded, as it merely refers to the provision of 
information as it is held by the institution. The communication of information in the 
form requested by the claimant is important in terms of accurate information on the 
county-level status of civil offences, and, on the other hand, the processing of data by 
the claimant is not possible, because the defendant is the one holding the statistical 
records of data requested by the claimant. Since the information is also complex, the 
statistics concerning the claimant’s activity fall under the scope of information of 
public interest, the Court therefore finds that the claimant’s motion is well-grounded.” 
(Caraș-Severin Tribunal, Judgment No. 456/14 October 2020)

Moreover, in order to substantiate the existence of a processing obligation, the courts 
stated that the law stipulated two timeframes for communication – 10 days, and 30 days, 
respectively, – depending on the complexity of the request.

“The fact that this was not the law-maker’s intention, to lay down the mere obligation 
for the institution to provide the existing information, as is, also derives from the 
possibility, expressly acknowledged by the law-maker, to provide such information 
even within no more than 30 days after the request is registered, depending on 
the difficulty, complexity, workload required for documenting and the emergency 
of the request. The court notes that the conclusion should tend toward the fact 
the information as is, referred to by the defendant, without the involvement of any 
systematization, cannot even objectively justify a 30-day timeframe for delivery, as 
this timeframe specifically applies to the information requiring a certain degree of 
centralization and classification” (Cluj Tribunal, Judgment No. 2634/02 December 
2020)

“(...) any reply to a request for information of public interest involves the processing 
of information, which derives, without any doubt, from the economy of Article 7 of 
Law No. 544/2001, laying down a different time for reply, in the case of complex 
information requested. However, in the case supported by the defendant, namely that 
Law No. 544/2001 compels only to provide information held as is, the 10-day term 
would suffice in any circumstance. In addition, the defendant Sibiu County Police 
Inspectorate did not rely on the provisions of Article 7 paragraph 1 of the same law, 
laying down the legal possibility to extend the communication timeframe, from 10 
days to 30 days, if deemed that the requested information is complex and requires a 
more workload”.  (Tribunal of Sibiu, Judgment No. 534/27 October 2020)

C. The argument that the delivery of a detailed reply would generate too cumbersome 
a task was also dismissed, considering that Law No. 544/2001 stipulates the obligation 
for public institutions to have in place a department in charge of providing free access to 
information of public interest.
 
On the other hand, the tribunals which ruled in favour of the Police claim that Law No. 
544/2001 does not stipulate an obligation to process the information and to provide the 
information which the institution already possessed. 

“However, considering that some of the information requested by the claimant 
required the performance of processing activities in connection with data existing in 
the defendant’s statistics, the tribunal notes that its refusal to provide the requested 
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data, in the form requested by the claimant, is substantiated. The Tribunal rules that 
the defendant’s refusal to deliver to the claimant the requested data, in the precise 
form in which the latter requested them, cannot be construed as unreasonable, 
since it was not proven, in this case, that it held the data in the form requested by the 
claimant.” (Prahova Tribunal, Judgment No. 570/01 July 2020)

Alba Tribunal argued that there is no processing obligation in charge of the institution, 
which would have compelled it to comply with the requests submitted in accordance with 
Law No. 544/2001. Otherwise, the good work of the institution would be disturbed and 
the purpose for which the law was enacted would be exceeded. In other words, public 
institutions are free to set up limits as regards the data they collect and, therefore, which 
they may communicate, by internal decisions, which may not be censured by any outside 
party. 

“The economy of Article 6 paragraph 2 of Law No. 544/2001, reveals that public 
authorities or institutions only have an obligation to communicate to applicants 
the public information they actually hold and in the form they hold it, and under no 
circumstances to process raw information or to draw up statistics in reliance upon 
the data held, for the purpose of acquiring other information.   

An interpretation to the contrary exceeds the legal provisions and cannot be accepted, 
because, insofar as anyone could request from public institutions to undertake more 
or less complex surveys and statistics in reliance upon the raw data, with a view to 
acquiring other information, the provision of information would become much too 
burdensome for the public institution. The law cannot be interpreted depending on 
the arbitrary will of each and every person, but in observance of the rationale for which 
it was enacted. The purpose of Law No. 544/2001 is to ensure citizens’ access to 
information of public interest, and not to disturb the appropriate operation of a 
public institution/authority.”  (Alba Tribunal, Judgment No. 300/16 July 2020)

Arad Tribunal argued that, in this case, the internal decision regarding the organisation 
of the institution’s activity prevails. And, therefore, if the institution decides not to collect 
such information, then it is not the right of access to information of public interest which 
is strictly exercised in connection with the information already collected. 

“Under these circumstances, insofar as the decisions made by each public authority 
depend on the manner in which the public authority’s activity is organised, without this 
hindering the fulfilment of the obligation to provide the publicity of information and 
communication, as set out in Article 5 and Article 6 of the law, and considering that the 
reply sought contains public information in the manner stipulated by Article 2, letter 
(b) of the law, more specifically, as deriving from the activity of the public institution 
at issue, irrespective of the medium or form or manner in which the information is 
expressed, we cannot refer to a responsibility that was infringed or ignored.” (Arad 
Tribunal, Judgment No. 506/22 July 2020)

Brăila Tribunal puts up for discussion the very fact that it was not proven that there is any 
legal obligation to draw up such statistics, thus connecting access to public information 
to the existence of statistics drawn up based on it.

“The fact that other institutions have communicated the data requested by the 
claimant in the requested manner cannot amount to a ground for admitting this 
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motion, insofar as the defendant institution does not have a legal obligation to draw 
up such statistics and, implicitly, to provide them to applicants, considering, at the 
same time, the high number of penalties imposed during the period under review, 
approximately 5150 penalizing protocols and will rule that compelling the defendant 
to draw up such statistics would impose a disproportionate task on the defendant” 
(Brăila Tribunal, Judgment No. 296/23 July 2020)

Furthermore, Neamţ Tribunal also put up for debate the matter of the claimant’s abuse of 
law in requesting such information

“(...) anyone needs to correctly understand their fundamental rights, in respect of 
access to information, but also the limitations of such rights. (...) The public institution 
or authority has to communicate the information in the form requested by the applicant, 
when the requested information is serious and does not have an obvious pestering 
nature. (...) In this case, the tribunal holds, contrary to the claimant’s allegations, that 
public institutions do not have an obligation to draw up statistics in connection with 
the data held in their records” (Neamţ Tribunal, Judgment No. 603/22 October 2020)

Rulings challenged by second appeals
So far, 20 cases have remained final after the second appeal was tried (at the level of 
Courts of Appeals). Among them, EFOR won 8 cases (Olt, Mureș, Mehedinţi, Harghita, 
Gorj, Constanţa, Caraș-Severin, Vaslui and Bacău) and lost 13, the ratio in second appeals 
being, for the time being, approximately 40%-60%.

In the cases we won, the Courts of Appeals argued that the requested data were public 
and had to be provided in accordance with Law No. 544/2001.

Târgu Mureș Court of Appeals argues that the activity which Mureș County Police 
Inspectorate should have performed in order to provide such information to us falls under 
the provisions of Law No. 544/2001 and no additional resources had to be assigned, given 
that there is, at the level of the institution, a person in charge of access to information of 
public interest.

 “(…) further to a reasonable interpretation of the texts of law, Article 2, letter (b) of 
Law No. 554/2004 provides that any information concerning the activities or deriving 
from the activities of a public authority or public institution amounts to information of 
public interest.  Thus, it is certain that the information requested by the appellant, to 
deliver the information of public interest requested, more specifically to break down 
the civil penalties imposed during the state of emergency, as per the three periods 
and the location where they were imposed, either urban or rural, broken down by type 
of civil offences, as well as the number of warnings given out of the overall penalties 
imposed during the three periods, concerns the activity of the defendant respondent 
and derives from its activity, as this is information deriving from the public service 
discharged by the defendant respondent, in accordance with the legal provisions.  
The processing of data, information which the defendant respondent holds is only 
involved in the case of retrieval of data necessary for the delivery of information, 
which the defendant respondent has partially already achieved. At the same time, the 
Court notes that undertaking a classification, sharing information, as requested 
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by the appellant, falls under the scope of the processing operation required in a 
procedure of analysis, selection and provision of requested information, and this 
is the object of information referred to by the law-maker in Article 2 letter b of Law 
No. 554/2004. Moreover, the County Police Inspectorate of ... has human resources 
allocated for complying with requests for the delivery of information of public interest: 
in accordance with Article 4 of Law No. 544/2001, it has an obligation to set up 
specialised information and public relation departments or to appoint personnel in 
charge of this matter”. (Târgu Mureș Court of Appeals, Decision No. 659/17 November 
2020)

Furthermore, in order to substantiate an obligation to process information implicit to the 
right of access to information of public interest, Târgu Mureș Court of Appeals refers 
to Decision No. 37/07 December 2015 of the High Court of Cassation and Justice 
concerning the delivery of information of public interest also containing personal data, 
which cannot be disclosed. The High Court of Cassation and Justice argued then that, 
even in this case, the institution has an obligation to deliver information of public interest, 
however, it needs to anonymize the personal data. Therefore, it needs to process the 
information held, in order to disclose it.

“The Court holds as relevant the Decision No. 37/7 December 2015 of the High Court 
of Cassation and Justice concerning the motion submitted before the court in order 
to hand down a preliminary ruling to settle matters of law regarding personal data. 
In the above-mentioned decision, the High Court of Cassation and Justice notes as 
follows: “when the information of public interest and information regarding personal 
data are contained in the same document, irrespective of the medium, or of the form, 
or of the manner in which the information is expressed, access to information of 
public interest is achieved by anonymization of the information regarding personal 
data; refusing access to information of public interest, provided that the information 
regarding personal data has been anonymized, is unreasonable.” The Court notes that 
the reasoning of the High Court of Cassation and Justice in the above-mentioned 
decision, whereby the need to undertake various operations in order to supply the 
data requested by the appellant claimant could not prevent, in itself, the provision 
of information, is identical with the reasoning in this case, which is why the Court 
held the enforceability of the ruling issued by the High Court of Cassation and 
Justice in this case: the need to conduct processing of information for the supply 
of information requested by the appellant claimant cannot prevent, in itself, the 
disclosure of such information.” (Târgu Mureș Court of Appeals, Decision No. 32/19 
January 2021)

The Courts of Appeal which ruled in favour of County Inspectorates argued that the 
public institution may refuse the request if it is unreasonable, and relied, in that regard, on 
Recommendation No. R (81) 19/25 May 1981, of the Committee of Ministers to Member 
States on the access to information held by public authorities.

“Such a request of access to public documents may, nevertheless, be refused only to 
the extent it is unreasonable, as deriving from chapter VI of the European Council’s 
Recommendation adopted on 21 February 2002. From the systematic interpretation 
of Law No. 544/2001, the Court ascertained that it was adopted also in consideration 
of Recommendation No. R (81) 19 of 25 May 1981, of the Committee of Ministers to 
Member States on the access to information held by public authorities, according to 
which the choice from among the existing possibilities to provide information is left at 
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the discretion of each Member State, which has the power to set up its own system, 
to determine the appropriate and efficient means to provide access to information.” 
(Ploiești Court of Appeals, Decision No. 987/28 October 2020)

Furthermore, certain courts of appeal contended that the county police inspectorate 
provided us with the information in their possession and that, in the case at hand, in order 
to access more data, Article 11 of Law No. 544/2001 applies, which provides access to 
the documents of the institution, when a person seeks to conduct a survey or statistic 
report.

“From the interpretation of these legal provisions, but also from the economy of the 
law as a whole, the Court holds, contrary to the allegations of the appellant claimant, 
that the public authority or institution has an obligation to provide information of public 
interest only in the form held by the institution and it is not compelled to process it, as 
requested in this case. 

Consequently, if the applicant wishes to conduct a survey or statistic report, requiring 
a certain degree of processing for the requested information, it may request access to 
the documents of that public authority or institution, in accordance with Article 11 of 
Law No. 544/2001 and not that such processing needs to be conducted by the public 
authority or institution. 

For these considerations, deeming that the defendant respondent has provided the 
information of public interest as held and that it cannot be compelled to process it to 
the requested form, the Court finds that the ruling handed down by the court of first 
instance is lawful, and therefore, in accordance with Article 496 of the Civil Procedure 
Code, the Court will dismiss the second appeal as ungrounded.” (Timișoara Court of 
Appeals, Decision No. 1264/09 December 2020).

Brașov Court of Appeals set aside the ruling issued by Covasna Tribunal, indicating that 
the 30-day time-frame is stipulated by law precisely with a view to allowing for more 
complex requests, requiring the processing of information, to be settled. The appeal 
court dismissed the reasoning that the two different time frames stipulated by Law No. 
544/2001 (10 days, and 30 days, respectively) for the delivery of information implicitly 
mean an obligation to process the information. Thus, the 30-day time frame is allowed for 
the identification of the requested information.

“The Court also finds that the court of first instance erroneously interpreted Article 
7 paragraph 1 of Law No. 544/2001, according to which “Public authorities and 
institutions have an obligation to reply in writing to the request of information of 
public interest within 10 days or, as the case may be, within no more than 30 days 
after the requests are registered, depending on the difficulty, complexity, workload 
necessary for documenting works and emergency of request. If the time required for 
the identification and dissemination of the requested information exceeds 10 days, 
a reply will be delivered to the applicant within maximum 30 days, provided that it is 
notified in writing accordingly, within 10 days”. 

These legal provisions lay down, for public authorities and institutions, a longer time 
frame, i.e., 30 days, in which to reply in writing to the request of information of public 
interest, “if the time required for the identification and dissemination of the requested 
information exceeds 10 days”. The documenting works specified in this text of law 
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refer, therefore, to works for the identification and dissemination of the requested 
information, and not to the performance of statistics and documenting surveys, and 
therefore this text of law cannot amount to an argument in holding the public authority 
or institution accountable for performing, upon demand, documenting works, within 
the meaning of processing and structuring the information held, as ruled by the court 
of first instance”. (Brașov Court of Appeals, Decision No. 661/08 January 2020)

To conclude, the inconsistencies in the interpretation of Law No. 544/2001 propagate 
throughout the judicial system. The identical matters covered by the 42 motions enable 
an overview which did not previously exist. The almost equal division of rulings and the 
dissenting opinions of the panels of judges within the same court are reasons for concern 
and generate a major unpredictability as regards the enforcement of the main instrument 
for holding the Romanian public administration accountable – i.e., Law No. 544/2001.
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Case Study 2
How much do we actually know about 
the funding of political parties? 
Political funding has been, for many 
years, an intensely debated topic, 
especially in the context where, until 
2015, the state had not covered 
the reimbursement for electoral 
expenses and the subsidies were 
very low. Virtually, political parties 
had to make it on their own, to 
collect money from individual 
and corporate donors in order to 
survive between elections and 
finance their election campaigns. 
Between 2008 and 2014, the debts 
resulting from election campaigns 
were significant, and parties had 
to make sure that they were paid 
from resources which they did 
not possess or, in certain cases, 
to face in court contractors who 
sought to recover their money 
(see the diagrams at the end of 
the chapter). In this context, it was 
possible for notorious cases to 
occur, such as those related to PDL 
funding (Elena Udrea case) or those 
concerning the election campaigns 
of the presidential candidate Mircea 
Geoană, the Quality Trophy (Trofeul Calităţii) case (Adrian Năstase), in which the parties 
sought to illegally cover the expenditures. And there is no doubt that the number of 
instances in which the ruling political parties abused their dominant power in order to 
provide favours in exchange of funding, in order to embezzle public money and circumvent 
the laws, is higher, but we did not manage to see all the ropes of illegal political funding, 
yet. 

2015 was a critical point in making political funding more transparent – and not necessarily 
for reasons pertaining to a sudden surge in the integrity of actors in the electoral process 
– but because the law enacted the policy of reimbursements for the electoral competitors 
having won more than 3% of election votes. Furthermore, a legislative stunt devised in 
20181 increased subsidies by more than 30 times, which decreased the political parties’ 

1 See PB Expert Forum no. 73, "The budgets of the Romanian parties",     
https://expertforum.ro/subventii-partide

https://expertforum.ro/subventii-partide/
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interest for private money; however, this created visible advantages for large parties, 
which, in the presidential and EU Parliament elections intensively relied on such money. 
Legislative amendments on a roll, including through Government Emergency Ordinances 
(GEO), allowed the political actors to use such funds for election campaigns. We have 
virtually reached the point where most of the political life is supported by the state through 
public funds. Campaigns became somewhat more transparent, interest for grey area or 
illegal funding decreased (or at least it seems so, from the outside), nevertheless, there are 
still many questions to answer in terms of public visibility of political funding, especially 
given that certain concerns were transferred to the manner in which subsidies are spent. 

Although public money became a central element of political financing, as the funds 
granted by the state significantly increased, the rules of transparency are not necessarily 
more robust, and several of ODIHR and GRECO recommendations are still pending2. 
Moreover, one commitment in the OGP 2018-2020 Action Plan, which was aimed at 
opening the data concerning political financing, was implemented only up to a percentage 
of 25%3. In other words, there is more money, but we do not truly know, as observers, their 
story from one end to another. 

What is made public and where?
Briefly, the law4 stipulates that, in campaigns, the electoral competitors (parties and 
independents) need to submit detailed income and expenditure reports (IER) to Permanent 
Electoral Authority (PEA) within no more than 15 days after the election day, and the 
Authority should publish them on its website and in the Official Gazette of Romania within 
no more than 60 days after the election outcome has been made public. It is important to 
note that the financial officer (mandatar financiar) needs to deliver to PEA the documents 
and reports provided by law, in hard and electronic copies. 

Virtually, the IERs describe the funds which the electoral competitor gathered for the 
campaign (income from the political party or collected during the campaign) and what they 
spent them on (broken down and detailed in certain standard categories). Competitors 
also have to provide information such as a statement attesting to the observance of 
thresholds laid down for the campaign, the number of materials manufactured and the list 
of contracted suppliers, candidates’ statements regarding the source of the contributions 
and others, as described in the annexes to the implementation guidelines (Government 
Decision No. 10/2016)5. Within 30 days after the end of the campaign, competitors have 
an obligation to submit a statement containing information such as the description of 

2 ODIHR reports are available at www.osce.org/odihr/elections/romania; Addendum 
to the second Compliance Report on Romania (GRECO), https://rm.coe.int/
CoERMPublicCommonSearchServices/DisplayDCTMContent?documentId=090000168070ad5c 
3 http://ogp.gov.ro/nou/transparenta-finantarii-partidelor-politice/
4 Law no. 334/2006 and Decision no. 10 of 13 January 2016 approving the Methodological 
Guidelines for the implementation of Law no. 334/2006 on financing the activity of political 
parties and election campaigns
5 Certain templates are available in .rtf, .doc, .xls or .pdf format on the websit  
https://finantarepartide.ro/

https://www.osce.org/odihr/elections/romania
https://rm.coe.int/CoERMPublicCommonSearchServices/DisplayDCTMContent?documentId=090000168070ad5c
https://rm.coe.int/CoERMPublicCommonSearchServices/DisplayDCTMContent?documentId=090000168070ad5c
http://ogp.gov.ro/nou/transparenta-finantarii-partidelor-politice/
https://finantarepartide.ro/
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the online promotional materials, their production, the period and space where they were 
disseminated. The PEA publishes within 45 days after completion reports attesting to the 
lawfulness of incomes and expenditures, on its website and in the Official Gazette.

As regards to political party funding, an annual income and expenditure report has to be 
published before 30 April, as well as lists of the persons who donated, paid membership 
fees (equivalent to more than 10 minimum wages) or the list of loans over the equivalent 
of 1006 salaries; such data also have to be delivered in electronic format. Political parties, 
just as any legal entity, have to publish balance sheets and financial statements, which 
are available on the website of the Ministry of Finance7 and which are exported in open 
format (txt, csv) to the data.gov.ro platform8. Annual IERs have to further be posted on the 
website of PEA. 

Since 2019, PEA uses the www.finantarepartide.ro platform, where it publishes information 
regarding the campaigns, political party funding and the results of the oversight activities. 
Until that time, data were posted, in a more or less organised manner, on the www.roaep.ro/
finantare website. This platform is a major step forward, as it reflects information starting 
from the 2019 elections and creates a financial history of the parties. At the same time, 
PEA starting developing a software application - Registrul fiscal al partidelor politice (Tax 
Registry of Political Parties)9 – to gather information regarding the administrative data 
of political parties (headquarters and offices, list of persons in charge in the party etc.), 
monthly and annual income and expenditure reports (including subsidies) and annual 
financial statements, respectively. 

How is this published? An adventurous journey 
among .xls, .doc and scanned .pdf files
EFOR initiated, a year ago, a process aiming at collecting information regarding the funding 
of political parties and election campaigns. What was originally planned to be a 3-4 months’ 
endeavour became a year-long effort (which will surely continue), an adventurous journey 
among thousands of pages of the Official Gazette, documents in all types of formats, 
with or without tables, with different structures, missing data, information inquiries and 
ambiguous procedures. In a good number of circumstances, we encountered conflicting 
data, posted by PEA, and by the parties (see several examples in the report), both as 
official data, which generated difficulties in the context of analyses. But let us take them 
step by step.

6 Read the full calendar of publications and legal requirements on     
http://banipartide.ro/metodologie.html
7 https://mfinante.gov.ro/domenii/informatii-contribuabili/persoane-juridice/info-pj-selectie-
dupa-cui
8 https://data.gov.ro/organization/mfp
9 www.roaep.ro/prezentare/comunicat-de-presa/comunicat-de-presa-privind-dezvoltarea-si-
implementarea-de-catre-autoritatea-electorala-permanenta-a-aplicatiei-informatice-pentru-
gestionarea-registrului-fiscal-al-partidelor-politice/

http://www.finantarepartide.ro
http://www.roaep.ro/finantare
http://www.roaep.ro/finantare
http://banipartide.ro/metodologie.html
https://mfinante.gov.ro/domenii/informatii-contribuabili/persoane-juridice/info-pj-selectie-dupa-cui
https://mfinante.gov.ro/domenii/informatii-contribuabili/persoane-juridice/info-pj-selectie-dupa-cui
https://data.gov.ro/organization/mfp 
http://www.roaep.ro/prezentare/comunicat-de-presa/comunicat-de-presa-privind-dezvoltarea-si-implementarea-de-catre-autoritatea-electorala-permanenta-a-aplicatiei-informatice-pentru-gestionarea-registrului-fiscal-al-partidelor-politice/ 
http://www.roaep.ro/prezentare/comunicat-de-presa/comunicat-de-presa-privind-dezvoltarea-si-implementarea-de-catre-autoritatea-electorala-permanenta-a-aplicatiei-informatice-pentru-gestionarea-registrului-fiscal-al-partidelor-politice/ 
http://www.roaep.ro/prezentare/comunicat-de-presa/comunicat-de-presa-privind-dezvoltarea-si-implementarea-de-catre-autoritatea-electorala-permanenta-a-aplicatiei-informatice-pentru-gestionarea-registrului-fiscal-al-partidelor-politice/ 
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 1) Who contributes to the party’s income?

As already indicated above, advertising for an electoral competition may be funded from 
the money gathered by a political party before the start of the election campaign - including 
subsidies - and from the incomes reported by candidates, including donations or loans. 
Every year, on 30 April, we find out, on a nominal basis, who the persons who contribute 
to the party’s income are. The political parties have an obligation to post the data referred 
to in the previous section in the Official Gazette, but also to deliver more documents to 
PEA, as stipulated in Government Decision No. 10/2016. Personal identification numbers 
or birth dates have not been published for a number of years now to comply with the new 
regulations governing personal data, therefore we cannot know for sure whether a name 
which occurs more than once indicates one or several different persons.

Data are also posted on PEA’s website; however, the political parties have no obligation 
to post the reports on their own internet pages. Most post-2015 data are posted in 
inconsistent formats, in pdf. format, as illustrated in the example below (PSD)10, and 
in certain cases in xls format. Starting from 2018 data are also available on the www.
finantarepartide.ro platform in xls files (even though not all files are available for all 
parties, and not in all formats). Nevertheless, if we search the 2019 issues of the Official 
Gazette, the overall donations from private sources were published by 24 parties (plus 
four rectifications), and in 2020, they were published by 27 parties (and 3 rectifications). 
Mention is to be made that the political parties need to publish such data even if their 
incomes and expenditures are zero.

In fact, we do not find out who all donors are, but only those exceeding the above-mentioned 
thresholds. Even though we understand that certain restrictions must be enforced for the 
publication of some of the donors’ data and there are such practices in the laws of several 
European countries (as a good practice, in certain countries, there is no lower limit for 
the publication of data, while in others the thresholds are of hundreds of Euro), the laws 

10 PSD report, www.roaep.ro/finantare/raportari-obligatorii-privind-activitatea-curenta-a-
formatiunilor-politice/

http://www.finantarepartide.ro
http://www.finantarepartide.ro
http://www.roaep.ro/finantare/raportari-obligatorii-privind-activitatea-curenta-a-formatiunilor-politice/
http://www.roaep.ro/finantare/raportari-obligatorii-privind-activitatea-curenta-a-formatiunilor-politice/
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and practice should impose, at the same time, higher transparency, in order to know the 
identities of the donors or lenders of the political parties11. In 2021, 10 minimum wages 
meant RON 23,000, that is almost EUR 4,600, and this is a considerable value. Thus, in 
order to ensure a better transparency of the donations and membership subscriptions 
paid to political parties, the minimum disclosure threshold should be further lowered 
so that the identities of smaller donors can be made public too12. Similarly, minimum 
disclosure thresholds for loans should be lowered too.

The fact that sources of income are made public once a year decreases the transparency 
of the process. Even though, in many states, this is the common practice, there are also 
countries which request data to be published more frequently (United Kingdom – every 
quarter, Latvia – within 15 days13) or twice a year or which request the political parties 
to post on their own websites lists of donors, more often than once a year. While it may 
require a certain amount of effort from the political parties, we believe that the lists of 
donors could be posted more frequently14. 

 2) Who contributes to the party’s income in the campaign?

As regards the election campaign, things are more obscure. Even though the PEA receives 
the information in a standardized format from electoral competitors within three days 
after a donation is registered into the bank account or within three days after the money 
is spent, there is no legal obligation for PEA to make public, during the election campaign, 
information regarding the donors to political parties15. 

The legislation imposes different conditions for each type of election, allowing to a higher 
or lower extent the use of private and public resources. If, for the local and parliamentary 
elections, the largest portion of the amount invested by competitors originates from the 
candidates’ own funds, for presidential and EU Parliamentary elections, competitors 

11 Recommendation Rec (2003) 4 of the Committee of Ministers to Member States on common 
rules against corruption in the funding of political parties and election campaigns, Article 3, a. 
Measures taken by states governing donations to political parties should provide specific rules 
to: […] ensure transparency of donations and avoid secret donations; b. States should: 1. i. provide 
that donations to political parties are made public, in particular, donations exceeding a fixed 
ceiling; […]
12 According to a draft law proposed by the PEA any threshold is eliminated. Additionally, a draft 
law initiated by USR in March 2019, in the past legislature, set the ceiling of one salary, above 
which all contributions should be published, on an individual basis 
13 https://www.knab.gov.lv/lv/db/donations/. See more examples in European Commission, 
“Party financing and referendum campaigns in EU Member States”, www.europarl.europa.eu/
RegData/etudes/STUD/2015/519217/IPOL_STU(2015)519217_EN.pdf, p. 35
14 Guidelines on Political Party Regulation by OSCE/ODIHR and Venice Commission, para 206. 
Transparency in reporting, which is an accepted good practice, requires the timely publication 
of parties’ financial reports. The fulfillment of this requirement necessitates that reports contain 
enough details in order to be useful and understandable for the general public. While publication 
of financial reports is crucial to establishing public confidence in the functions of a party, 
reporting requirements must also strike a balance between necessary disclosure and the privacy 
concerns of donors
15 See the statement template here https://finantarepartide.ro/wp-content/

https://rm.coe.int/16806cc1f1
https://rm.coe.int/16806cc1f1
http://www.roaep.ro/legislatie/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/Proiect-de-Lege-pentru-modificarea-si-completarea-Legii-nr.-334-2006-text-actualizat.pdf
http://www.cdep.ro/pls/proiecte/upl_pck2015.proiect?idp=17785
http://www.cdep.ro/pls/proiecte/upl_pck2015.proiect?idp=17785
https://www.knab.gov.lv/lv/db/donations/
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2015/519217/IPOL_STU(2015)519217_EN.pdf
http://www.europarl.europa.eu/RegData/etudes/STUD/2015/519217/IPOL_STU(2015)519217_EN.pdf
http://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/default.aspx?pdffile=CDL-AD(2010)024-e
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may use subsidies without limitations. Whereas, in the case of subsidies and transfers 
from the party, there is little information to be made public (i.e. the source, total value and 
transfer date) about the incomes from candidates, the information is much richer, but is 
usually away from the public eye.

EFOR analyzed, for the 2020 elections, all data available and published eight monitoring 
reports, which were very different16. For the local elections, PEA published all of the 
candidates’ contributions, every week, indicating the candidate’s name, the office for 
which they run, the constituency, the amount, and the date of the contribution. In this 
context, we were able to see quite consistently who had contributed financially to the 
campaign, and to identify possible errors in the reports or the candidates who could 
not prove, in reliance upon their assets statements, the money they had reported (i.e. 
own incomes and not loans). Even though the database is comprehensive, data editing 
required some effort, because the information regarding the office and constituency 
are filled in the same column, and each financial officer provided the information in a 
different format, depending on their own ability and imagination (see below). Furthermore, 
there were cases where the candidates’ names were written in different forms, which 
hindered the identification of aggregate amounts. The database is not updated by filling 
out the already existing rows, on the contrary, newly added information is interpolated 
with existing information. Mention is to be made that the responsibility to correct data 
basically belongs to the political parties.

16 Read more on https://expertforum.ro/program/procese-electorale/

https://expertforum.ro/program/procese-electorale/
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As far as the Parliamentary elections were concerned, the situation was worse, because 
PEA only posted the overall contributions, and published much later, on 21 December17, 
the identities of the candidates who had reported their funds during the election 
campaign, which substantially lowered the transparency of the process. According to 
PEA, the decision was to delay the publication so as not to influence the public during the 
election campaign18. Or, this type of interpretation is quite telling about the limitations of 
the legislation and the departure from international standards, because data publication 
should be clearly regulated, and not subject to the discretion of any institution. 

If we go further back in history, things are very different as regards the detailing of data on 
the contributions reported for the election campaign. Given that we did not directly monitor 
the funding of the campaign for those years, we can only draw conclusions by perusing 
the existing data. Naturally, we cannot expect 2008 data to be provided and formatted as in 
2020, having regard to the reporting standards and legislative amendments. For the 2016 
local elections, partial data were posted19, for the 2012 Parliamentary elections, a summary 
was published20, for the 2009 EU Parliamentary elections, there is a summarizing list21 
(which we assume is final), for the 2014 presidential elections, there is a weekly summary 
of donations, and in 2009 only a final one22. For the 2020 Parliamentary elections, the 
databases were replaced (updated), therefore, if an observer needs the data from the 
first week, they need to know the precise link, because only the last form is posted on the 
website. What these numbers show, again, is the absence of regulated and guidelines, 
allowing for a higher level of transparency and consistency. 

Nevertheless, even where we have the data, they show us who reported the money, not 
necessarily who contributed to the campaign. If, in the case of own income, things are 
obvious (the candidates’ own funds), for donations and loans, they are not. Candidates 
must also include such amounts in their assets statements. Nevertheless, there are 
candidates who did not report23. The issue is, however, that we do not publicly know 
who financed, in fact, the election campaigns through donations and loans, as the 
statements only reach the PEA. Furthermore, there is a double standard, i.e. there are 
regulations compelling political parties to publish data concerning the donors outside the 
election campaign, but not also when they probably count even more, during the election 
campaign. Thus, in order to increase the transparency of the electoral process, we believe 
that more amendments should be made to the relevant laws:

17 https://finantarepartide.ro/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/TOTAL-PARTID-SI-CANDID-
PUBLICARE-21.12.xlsx
18 “Final report on the observation of Parliamentary elections of 5-6 December 2020 – 
FiecareVot”,  https://expertforum.ro/raport-parlamentare-2020/ 
19 Until 30 May, although the elections took place on 5 June  http://www.roaep.ro/finantare/wp-
content/uploads/2016/06/Situatie-contributii-30.05.2016.pdf. The numbers are summarized by 
electoral competitors, do not include individual contributors of political parties.
20 http://www.roaep.ro/finantare/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/Situatia-donatiilor-alegeri-
parlam-2012.pdf
21 http://www.roaep.ro/finantare/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/Centralizator-dona%C5%A3ii-
aleg.europarl.-20091.pdf
22 http://www.roaep.ro/finantare/alegeri-presidentiale/ 
23 Europa Liberă,” Sponsors of parties, masked behind loans. Vosganian: “The money went 
through me like water through a pipe””, https://romania.europalibera.org/a/sponsorii-partidelor-
mascati-imprumuturi-vosganian-banii-/30187705.html, 29 September 2019

https://finantarepartide.ro/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/TOTAL-PARTID-SI-CANDID-PUBLICARE-21.12.xlsx
https://finantarepartide.ro/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/TOTAL-PARTID-SI-CANDID-PUBLICARE-21.12.xlsx
https://expertforum.ro/raport-parlamentare-2020/
http://www.roaep.ro/finantare/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Situatie-contributii-30.05.2016.pdf
http://www.roaep.ro/finantare/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/Situatie-contributii-30.05.2016.pdf
http://www.roaep.ro/finantare/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/Situatia-donatiilor-alegeri-parlam-2012.pdf
http://www.roaep.ro/finantare/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/Situatia-donatiilor-alegeri-parlam-2012.pdf
http://www.roaep.ro/finantare/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/Centralizator-dona%C5%A3ii-aleg.europarl.-2
http://www.roaep.ro/finantare/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/Centralizator-dona%C5%A3ii-aleg.europarl.-2
http://www.roaep.ro/finantare/alegeri-presidentiale/
https://romania.europalibera.org/a/sponsorii-partidelor-mascati-imprumuturi-vosganian-banii-/3018770
https://romania.europalibera.org/a/sponsorii-partidelor-mascati-imprumuturi-vosganian-banii-/3018770
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• The law needs to stipulate that the PEA shall publish reports of persons who 
donated or lent money to the electoral competitors during the election campaign, 
including the timeframes for loan returns;

• PEA shall publish the contributors reported by the parties every week or several 
times during the election campaign.

• PEA shall publish a summary of incomes and expenditures, as deriving from IERs/
after oversight activities.

Until 2015, the PEA had published in the Official Gazette a centralized list of income and 
expenditure reported by electoral competitors, and, after the amendment of the law, 
published IERs received from them in the Official Gazette and on its website, together with 
the list of competitors having submitted reports, as well as the situation of debts, resulting 
from the electoral process, as the case may be. EFOR reviewed such IERs, which added 
transparency in monitoring the electoral process; in practice, the PEA published the data 
earlier than the 60-day time frame laid down by law. The format in which data are posted 
on the PEA platform is editable, even though there are differences in the format (xls, rtf, 
doc) and in the manner in which the parties provide the data. 

The analysis of documents revealed that, in 2016, IERs were not published in the Official 
Gazette or on PEA website, either for the local, or for the parliamentary elections, at odds 
with the law. EFOR submitted a FOIA request to the PEA for the latter to deliver IERs or 
the links where they were posted. Following a dialogue which included an exchange of 
questions and answers, the PEA informed us that it cannot provide such data, because 
they were not made public. It should be mentioned here that EFOR searched all the 
editions of the Official Gazette issued in 2016 and 2017, for a period of 2 months after the 
publication of the results, and they could not be found. 

Figure 1 PEA reply excerpt, 16 February 2021

2. With regard to the 2016 parliamentary elections, out of the overall 80 audit reports that should 
have been prepared, approved and communicated within the legal timeframe, only 26 reports 
were finalized, therefore 54 reports were not finalized. Between March – September 2019, the 
Department staff prepared the audit reports for 54 competitors and completed successfully all of 
the backlog.

Before changes were made throughout the management of structures inside the PEA, the 
management of the departments that had to manage and publish information on the website of 
the institution was ensured by the general directors of the specialized structures. 

In conclusion, considering the request, please be advised that we are unable to satisfy your 
request because – in what concerns the documents that you mentioned – we are unaware of the 
reasons why they have not been published in Part I of the Official Gazette and on the PEA 
website, so much the more as the institution’s website where you consulted the detailed income 
and expenditure reports became functional only in 2019.

If your subsequent requests involve the activities that the institutions conducted after 2019, then 
we will be at your disposal for more information.
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Why is it important to find, in a relevant period, who contributes to the election 
campaign? First of all, in order to ensure the transparency and fairness of the process. If 
we find, after a campaign, that a party collected and spent large amounts for the campaign, 
maybe even in excess of the ceilings or from illegal sources, this is of course important, 
because administrative or criminal action may be taken. However, the correct funding of 
a campaign is part of the image and values of a party and may reassure the public that 
its conduct is straight, without evading any rules. And we believe there is nothing wrong 
with influencing the voters by publishing such data, but on the contrary; this rather 
concerns the conduct of the party, which seeks the citizens’ confidence24. Furthermore, 
liability for such data lies with the party, and not with the PEA. The institution verifies the 
reports and documents after the voting day, may impose penalties or initiate motions 
for criminal investigations, however, the party needs to have its own consistency and 
responsibility when it makes any public data.

 3) How is the money spent?

The information about expenditure is even more difficult to find than the information about 
the financial contributors to the election campaign. As indicated in the previous section, 
there are certain data published during the election campaign. Nevertheless, more details 
on the expenditure may only be found in the final stage, when the parties publish their 
IERs. It could be rather difficult to publish summarized, accurate and up-to-date data 
during the election campaign, as the reality is that certain local organizations do not have 
the administrative ability to organise themselves efficiently. When it comes to reporting 
on annual incomes and expenditures, things are not outstanding, either, considering 
that even the leading parties published rectifications to their reports. A potential cause 
resides in the different deadlines for income and expenditure reports (April) and financial 
statements (May). Nevertheless, the publication of expenditure-related data, even with 
errors or subsequent supplementations, may provide a significant addition to the 
transparency of the election campaign.

By comparison, in most countries, data are published at the end of the electoral process; 
however, there are also other systems, which require the publication of interim reports 
during the campaign. For instance, in Slovakia, “transparent accounts” are used, allowing 
users to follow the money entering and exiting the account in almost real time. This 
instrument also has certain limitations, because it allows expenditures to be camouflaged 
under large contracts25. The Electoral Code of the Republic of Moldova stipulates that 
electoral competitors should publish weekly income and expenditure reports, while 
in Macedonia, it includes several interim reports. Nevertheless, it is still a significant 
challenge for electoral authorities to examine all these amounts during the campaign. 

24 Guidelines on Political Party Regulation by OSCE/ODIHR and Venice Commission, para. 194. 
Transparency in party and campaign finance, as noted above, is important to protect the rights of 
voters as well as prevent corruption. Transparency is also important because the public has the 
right to receive relevant information and to be informed. Voters must have relevant information 
as to the financial support given to political parties in order to hold parties accountable. 
25 ODIHR Election Assessment Mission Final Report, Slovak Republic, February 2020, www.osce.
org/files/f/documents/8/3/452377.pdf

http://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/default.aspx?pdffile=CDL-AD(2010)024-e
http://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/8/3/452377.pdf
http://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/8/3/452377.pdf
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Even though this type of reporting exists and could be difficult to implement, for the 
above-mentioned reasons, it is essential in order to ensure transparency26. And a concrete 
example, from 2020, concerns the Alliance for Romanians’ Union (AUR). According to the 
data published by PEA on 21 December, AUR reported incomes amounting to RON 88,100, 
however, according to IER published on 15 December, its income allegedly amounted to 
RON 1.4 million and expenditures to RON 1.5 million, and consequently reimbursement 
requests in the same amount. If there were a report of income and expenditures by 
weeks, even without much details, we may have better understood the actual number. 
Considering that what happened in the case of AUR seems to be a mystery – PEA states 
that these are the amounts reported by AUR, the report on the legality of their incomes 
and expenditures has not been published as yet, and AUR reports that PEA did not check 
their e-mail inbox and did not add all the reports27. And this brings us to the debate on 
the manner in which such data are collected and to the absence, for the time being, of 
a complete platform to automatize the collection and publication of data. Even though 
data are collected from the political parties by e-mail, and for the local elections, this is 
burdensome – especially since reports are submitted at both central and local level; yet, 
in practice, PEA appoints representatives of the institution in the relevant field to keep in 
touch with the parties.

Other data of interest which the parties should make public are the debts, list of used 
advertising materials or the list of suppliers that worked for the campaign. The 2016 
data are nowhere to be found on the PEA website, and the 2019 data are partially usable, 
because they are contained in scanned .pdf files, some of which may not be converted into 
editable text, because of their poor quality (see below)28. The 2020 data is not available. 

26 Guidelines on Political Party Regulation by OSCE/ODIHR and Venice Commission, para. 200. In 
an effort to support transparency, it is good practice that such financial reports are made timely 
and publicly available on the internet.
27 “The mystery of AUR’s expenses in the campaign. How was a discrepancy of RON 1.4 million 
possible”, https://romania.europalibera.org/a/misterul-cheltuielilor-aur-campanie-cum-s-a-
ajuns-la-o-diferen%C8%9Ba-de-1-4-milioane-de-lei/31061772.html, 21January 2021
28 https://finantarepartide.ro/materiale-de-propaganda-liste-furnizori-campanii-electorale/ 

http://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/default.aspx?pdffile=CDL-AD(2010)024-e
https://romania.europalibera.org/a/misterul-cheltuielilor-aur-campanie-cum-s-a-ajuns-la-o-diferen%C8%9Ba-de-1-4-milioane-de-lei/31061772.html
https://romania.europalibera.org/a/misterul-cheltuielilor-aur-campanie-cum-s-a-ajuns-la-o-diferen%C8%9Ba-de-1-4-milioane-de-lei/31061772.html
https://finantarepartide.ro/materiale-de-propaganda-liste-furnizori-campanii-electorale/
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As regards the expenditures outside the election 
campaign, the political parties have to draw up, 
before 30 April, a IER for the previous year, to be 
published by PEA in the Official Gazette within 5 days 
after receipt, and on the website of the institution. In 
addition, PEA receives annual financial statements, 
the submission deadline for which is May, within 15 
days after submission. 

One of the critical items to be taken into account 
consists of subsidies. In recent years, subsidies 
became a significant source of money for the 
political parties, exceeding, in certain cases, 90% of 
the income, at odds with international standards29. 
Overall, their volume increased from RON 5-6 million 
per year, for all parties, to more than RON 250 million per year. For 2021, the estimated 
amount is RON 162 million, and certain amounts may be increased upon rectification, 
similarly to 2020.

List of donors of UNPR

29 Guidelines on Political Party Regulation by OSCE/ODIHR and Venice Commission, para 177. 
The amount of public funding awarded to parties must be carefully designed to ensure the 
utility of such funding while not eradicating the need for private contributions or nullifying the 
impact of individual donations. […] Generally, subsidies should be set at a meaningful level to 
fulfill the objective of support, but should not be the only source of income and should not create 
conditions for over-dependency on state support.

http://www.venice.coe.int/webforms/documents/default.aspx?pdffile=CDL-AD(2010)024-e
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Monthly transfers are disclosed through press releases issued by the PEA and by uploading 
files on the www.finantarepartide.ro portal. However, the information concerning the 
manner in which this money is spent is rather limited. Given that the subsidies consist 
of public money, they may also be checked by the Court of Accounts, which audits the 
activity of the PEA and of the political parties. Although the recent years’ reports revealed 
inconsistencies30, one of the most visible case being that of the former PSD treasurer, 
Mircea Drăghici31 (sentenced for having used the subsidies for purposes other than their 
intended ones), there is no additional legal provision in effect on the transparency of 
expenditures involving money from subsidies.

For instance, the 2018 annual report issued by the Court of Accounts stipulates as follows: 

• the inspection conducted by PEA in connection with the subsidies granted from 
the state budget to the beneficiary political parties could not be construed as a 
consolidated, dynamic process, or as a priority able to afford an increased degree of 
certainty as regards these political entities’ use of public funds in compliance with 
the legal regulations, although the volume of subsidies granted from the state budget 
to the political parties significantly increased as a result of legislative amendments; 

• PEA’s inappropriate planning of inspections targeting the political parties, as 
well as the initiation of inspection missions which were not completed revealed 
imperfections in the organisation and implementation of internal managerial control 
at the level of the Control Department for the funding of political parties and election 
campaigns within the PEA32

According to the PEA, the political parties will submit, starting from 2021, monthly reports 
of expenditures relating to subsidies, by means of an electronic platform provided by the 
institution33. The PEA also confirmed that the data will be posted on www.finantarepartide.
ro, for public use. The replies received from the persons in charge at the level of political 
parties, approached in the second half of February, revealed that some of them were aware 
that the parties had received notification for subsidies reporting; however, the details 
regarding the access to information as to how the platform works vary. Furthermore, the 
opinions on the involvement of parties in the development of this software differ, varying 
from no consultation up to consultation on certain technical issues. Upon the publication 
of this report, there is no legal frame requiring the political parties to deliver the information 

30 Europa Liberă, ”EXCLUSIVE. PSD purchased “tourist packages” amounting to approximately 
EUR 200,000, USR leaders received double per diem”, https://romania.europalibera.org/a/
exclusiv-psd-a-cumparat-pachete-turistice-200-000-euro-usr-diurna-dubla/30397571.html 
31 Digi24, ”Mircea Drăghici, former PSD treasurer, sentenced to 5 years imprisonment. He went 
unpunished for a criminal offence with the help of the party”,  https://www.digi24.ro/stiri/
actualitate/justitie/deputatul-psd-mircea-draghici-fost-trezorier-al-partidului-condamnat-la-5-
ani-de-inchisoare-1384893 
32 The public report of the Court of Accounts for 2018,  www.curteadeconturi.ro/Publicatii/
Raportul%20public%20pe%20anul%202018.pdf, p 167 
33 Press release on the development and implementation, by the Permanent Electoral Authority, 
of the digital application for the management of the Tax Registry of Political Parties, www.roaep.
ro/prezentare/comunicat-de-presa/comunicat-de-presa-privind-dezvoltarea-si-implementarea-
de-catre-autoritatea-electorala-permanenta-a-aplicatiei-informatice-pentru-gestionarea-
registrului-fiscal-al-partidelor-politice, 10 June 2020

http://www.finantarepartide.ro
http://www.finantarepartide.ro
http://www.finantarepartide.ro
https://romania.europalibera.org/a/exclusiv-psd-a-cumparat-pachete-turistice-200-000-euro-usr-diurna-dubla/30397571.html
https://romania.europalibera.org/a/exclusiv-psd-a-cumparat-pachete-turistice-200-000-euro-usr-diurna-dubla/30397571.html
https://www.digi24.ro/stiri/actualitate/justitie/deputatul-psd-mircea-draghici-fost-trezorier-al-partidului-condamnat-la-5-ani-de-inchisoare-1384893
https://www.digi24.ro/stiri/actualitate/justitie/deputatul-psd-mircea-draghici-fost-trezorier-al-partidului-condamnat-la-5-ani-de-inchisoare-1384893
https://www.digi24.ro/stiri/actualitate/justitie/deputatul-psd-mircea-draghici-fost-trezorier-al-partidului-condamnat-la-5-ani-de-inchisoare-1384893
http://www.curteadeconturi.ro/Publicatii/Raportul%20public%20pe%20anul%202018.pdf
http://www.curteadeconturi.ro/Publicatii/Raportul%20public%20pe%20anul%202018.pdf
http://www.roaep.ro/prezentare/comunicat-de-presa/comunicat-de-presa-privind-dezvoltarea-si-implementarea-de-catre-autoritatea-electorala-permanenta-a-aplicatiei-informatice-pentru-gestionarea-registrului-fiscal-al-partidelor-politice
http://www.roaep.ro/prezentare/comunicat-de-presa/comunicat-de-presa-privind-dezvoltarea-si-implementarea-de-catre-autoritatea-electorala-permanenta-a-aplicatiei-informatice-pentru-gestionarea-registrului-fiscal-al-partidelor-politice
http://www.roaep.ro/prezentare/comunicat-de-presa/comunicat-de-presa-privind-dezvoltarea-si-implementarea-de-catre-autoritatea-electorala-permanenta-a-aplicatiei-informatice-pentru-gestionarea-registrului-fiscal-al-partidelor-politice
http://www.roaep.ro/prezentare/comunicat-de-presa/comunicat-de-presa-privind-dezvoltarea-si-implementarea-de-catre-autoritatea-electorala-permanenta-a-aplicatiei-informatice-pentru-gestionarea-registrului-fiscal-al-partidelor-politice
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34 The bill was debated by the PEA in the summer of 2020 and lays down in a positive manner 
certain components of the platform -  www.roaep.ro/legislatie/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/
Proiect-de-Lege-pentru-modificarea-si-completarea-Legii-nr.-334-2006-text-actualizat.pdf 
35 Code of Good Practice in Electoral Matters, II.3.5.111. […] States should favor a policy of 
financial transparency of political parties benefiting from public funding
36 See the report published by EFOR regarding the use of subsidies - https://expertforum.ro/
cheltuieli-subventii-ian2021/ 

by means of the platform. According to a draft law initiated by the PEA34, which was not 
debated in the Parliament,

“The political parties shall deliver to the PEA, before the 25th day of each month, the 
status of expenditures incurred from the State budget subsidy in the previous month, 
broken down into categories of expenditures, as well as the balance of the special 
account for subsidies. 

The information referred to in paragraph (11) is to be posted on the website of the 
PEA within no more than 5 days after its receipt.”

We believe that, in order to increase the transparency of the expenditures associated to 
such funds, the parties benefiting from subsidies should publish more frequent reports to 
reflect, including by means of documents, the manner in which the funds are spent35. The 
information existing on the platform should be posted in open format.

[update: the PEA published for the first time the expenditure from subsidies, a few days 
after the original version of the annual report has been released36]

Figure 1 Evolution of subsidies 2008-2021. 
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Figure 2 Evolution of subsidies per party, 10 parties

Figure 3 Percentage of subsidies in total income
* for PMP (2018) the negative result is generated by the inconsistent information. According to the 
PEA, PMP received RON 6.3 (vs. RON 4.47 million total income), and, as deriving from the financial 

data published by PMP, the amount is RON 3.9 million. Certain years are missing, because we 
could not identify the financial statements of those parties in the exports to data.gov.ro 
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Conclusion: the subsidies significantly increased upon the whole and as a share in the 
parties’ total income

 4) Reports issued by authorities

The PEA conducts an oversight of each political party yearly, and with all electoral 
competitors, for each election. Reports are posted on the website of the PEA and in the 
Official Gazette. Such reports are actually summaries and do not extensively describe 
the issues identified at the level of the parties. Besides, the Court of Accounts does not 
publish the entire financial audit report, but only a brief summary in the annual public 
report of the institution.

The PEA also issues an annual report, which reflects the entire activity of the institution, 
as well as a dedicated report of the DCFPPCE37. In addition, the PEA publishes overall 
reports after every election38. The 2016 reports are not available on the website of the 
institution, but they were submitted to the Parliament for debate39. Still, mention is to be 
made that the PEA noted that the Parliament did not examine certain reports which were 
delivered for its approval in the past40. 

The annual reports were a significant source of information for the development of the 
www.banipartide.ro platform, because they include, as annexes, information on the income 
and expenditures from the campaigns, and even contributions, in certain cases. For 2016, 
there was only one information source. The 2019 DCFPPCE report also comprises a 
comparative history of income, expenditures and amounts requested to be repaid in the 
previous years. Nevertheless, the form of these tables was also not identical for all years 
in which reports were posted.  

Why do we make data public?
The answer may vary widely, depending on who we ask. The PEA and the Court of 
Accounts could require these data in order to facilitate an efficient audit, without (literally) 
loads of paperwork carried into the offices of the institution, and in order to check whether 
the political parties and independent candidates comply with the laws in the shortest time 
possible. For a journalist or outside observer, such data could provide information on the 
costs of the campaign, on how much a certain politician has donated, what expenditures 
were incurred or in order to uncover potential irregularities. The parties would prefer things 
to be as simple and as little intrusive as possible. It is obvious that every stakeholder has 
its own interest in connection with these data.

What is, nevertheless, missing from the Romanian landscape (and has always been 
missing, probably) is a serious public debate on what data we have, what we make public 

37 https://finantarepartide.ro/raport-anual-dcfppce/ 
38 www.roaep.ro/legislatie/page/2/?post_type=raport
39 They may be found, in exchange, on the website of the Chamber of Deputies - http://www.cdep.
ro/bperm/2017/F1452942869-AEP_alegeri_2016.pdf
40 https://expertforum.ro/concluziile-intalnirii-cu-autoritatea-electorala-permanenta-3-
noiembrie-2020/

http://www.banipartide.ro
http://www.cdep.ro/bperm/2017/F1452942869-AEP_alegeri_2016.pdf
http://www.cdep.ro/bperm/2017/F1452942869-AEP_alegeri_2016.pdf
https://expertforum.ro/concluziile-intalnirii-cu-autoritatea-electorala-permanenta-3-noiembrie-2020/
https://expertforum.ro/concluziile-intalnirii-cu-autoritatea-electorala-permanenta-3-noiembrie-2020/
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and how we make them public. The debates in the Parliament on legal amendments 
never considered this component of the data and of the manner in which political funding 
could become anything else than scanned .pdf files, which are all too difficult to read 
and interpret. Among others, we should not forget that there is also Law No. 109/2007, 
governing the conditions for the publication and re-use of information existing in public 
institutions, including with a view to creating new IT products and services, and a draft law 
for transposing the directive in this field is currently in progress41.

In 2016, the PEA conducted a public procedure to purchase the expertise required for 
the development of an electronic system for political finance management42. Afterwards, 
the www.finantarepartide.ro platform was developed without public consultation and it 
was launched in 2019. The PEA held debates with the political parties on various specific 
topics43, especially around the time of the elections, however, it did not initiate any public 
debates on this particular topic. The new platform, connected with the Tax Registry of the 
Political Parties, currently being developed by the PEA, had been delivered to the political 
parties; however, at the time when the debate was organised with certain financial 
representatives of the parliamentary political parties in the summer of 2020, none of them 
could provide any information about what the platform looked like at that time. During a 
public debate organised upon the preparation of a certain normative act, the PEA provided 
the information about the development of the platform, without any technical details. 

Overall, the www.finantarepartide.ro platform is certainly a step upwards from the manner 
in which data were disclosed several years ago; however, it is far from being an instrument 
open to the public. It currently serves rather as a collector of information, without affording 
a comprehensive history (it contains data only after 2018), analysis options (see diagram 
2), and the search may sometimes be cumbersome. 

Coming back to our question, the purpose in publishing reports or data should be diverse 
and take into account diverging interests. In other words, it should simultaneously combine 
the interest for audit of the PEA and the Court of Accounts, the ability to easily access 
the platform and to upload data on the funding of parties and election campaigns and, 
as far as the external users are concerned, it should allow them to understand the data 
in a comprehensive manner and to download databases in real time, in order to process 
them. Therefore, we believe that the development of such a platform should necessarily 
include consultations with as many categories of stakeholders as possible44 (including 
electoral experts, civic organisations, user experience professionals etc.), not only with 
the political parties, considering that this is a topic of concern for the entire public space, 
if we keep in mind that political funding is almost entirely paid from public money. 

41 https://data.gov.ro/blog/consultare-publica-proiectul-de-lege-privind-datele-deschise
42 www.roaep.ro/prezentare/achizitii/contract-de-servicii-de-consultanta-de-specialitate-expert-
cooptat-in-cadrul-procedurii-de-achizitie-publica-prin-licitatie-deschisa-pentru-atribuirea-unui-
contract-de-servicii-de-programare-softwar/
43 For instance, in the OG Plan 2018-2020, “On 1 February 2019, PEA delivered to all parliamentary 
political entities letters requesting to provide any suggestions for the simplification of reporting 
procedures and formats, in connection with the funding of political parties and election 
campaigns. No such suggestion was registered with PEA.”
44 See, for instance, the example of the survey conducted by the Central Electoral Commission 
of the Republic of Moldova in 2018, The needs of stakeholders in the development of a digital 
reporting system on the funding of political parties http://cicde.md/media/files/files/studiu_
necesitati_raportare_digitala_pp_7540808.pdf

http://www.finantarepartide.ro
http://www.finantarepartide.ro
 https://data.gov.ro/blog/consultare-publica-proiectul-de-lege-privind-datele-deschise 
http://www.roaep.ro/prezentare/achizitii/contract-de-servicii-de-consultanta-de-specialitate-expert-cooptat-in-cadrul-procedurii-de-achizitie-publica-prin-licitatie-deschisa-pentru-atribuirea-unui-contract-de-servicii-de-programare-softwar/ 
http://www.roaep.ro/prezentare/achizitii/contract-de-servicii-de-consultanta-de-specialitate-expert-cooptat-in-cadrul-procedurii-de-achizitie-publica-prin-licitatie-deschisa-pentru-atribuirea-unui-contract-de-servicii-de-programare-softwar/ 
http://www.roaep.ro/prezentare/achizitii/contract-de-servicii-de-consultanta-de-specialitate-expert-cooptat-in-cadrul-procedurii-de-achizitie-publica-prin-licitatie-deschisa-pentru-atribuirea-unui-contract-de-servicii-de-programare-softwar/ 
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Figure 4 The Estonian portal www.erjk.ee/en

And, to be realistic, the political parties have every interest to restrict the access to data, 
especially considering that there are few cases in which the parties willingly opened to the 
public information regarding their income and expenditures and the number of examples 
where they tried to block access to information prevails45. Both the authorities, and the 
political parties need to understand that most of these data are of public interest, and not 
merely private data, and we hereby reiterate the fact that the purpose of a party is to serve 
the public good46. From among the few initiatives to increase the transparency, there are 
the ones implemented by Save Romania Union - USR (at the national level - www.usr.ro/
transparenta-organizationala), USR Sector 3 Bucharest (https://sector3.usr.ro/cheltuieli) 
or the Party of Free People (https://oameniliberi.com/donation-form). It is true, on the 
other side, that USR was compelled in court to publish the salaries of its employees. 
What is certain is that political parties do not have in place a culture of willingly disclosing 
information and, sometimes, not even upon demand.

45  Journalist Ovidiu Vanghele who requested PSD to provide the costs related to the meeting 
organized in Bucharest in June 2018 -  Bucharest Tribunal requested PSD to disclose the cost 
of the 9 June meeting www.hotnews.ro/stiri-esential-22852851-tribunalul-bucuresti-cere-psd-
spuna-cat-costat-mitingul-din-9-iunie.htm. Please further see https://romania.europalibera.
org/a/spre-ce-televiziuni-s-au-dus-banii-pnl-%C8%99i-usr-plus-in-campanie-psd/31109929.
html
46 See the example of the Spanish party PODEMOS https://transparencia.podemos.info/cuentas-
claras/partido/ingresos/2018

http://www.erjk.ee/en 
http://www.usr.ro/transparenta-organizationala
http://www.usr.ro/transparenta-organizationala
https://sector3.usr.ro/cheltuieli/
https://oameniliberi.com/donation-form/
http://www.hotnews.ro/stiri-esential-22852851-tribunalul-bucuresti-cere-psd-spuna-cat-costat-mitingul-din-9-iunie.htm
http://www.hotnews.ro/stiri-esential-22852851-tribunalul-bucuresti-cere-psd-spuna-cat-costat-mitingul-din-9-iunie.htm
https://romania.europalibera.org/a/spre-ce-televiziuni-s-au-dus-banii-pnl-%C8%99i-usr-plus-in-campanie-psd/31109929.html
https://romania.europalibera.org/a/spre-ce-televiziuni-s-au-dus-banii-pnl-%C8%99i-usr-plus-in-campanie-psd/31109929.html
https://romania.europalibera.org/a/spre-ce-televiziuni-s-au-dus-banii-pnl-%C8%99i-usr-plus-in-campanie-psd/31109929.html
https://transparencia.podemos.info/cuentas-claras/partido/ingresos/2018
https://transparencia.podemos.info/cuentas-claras/partido/ingresos/2018
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Are the political funding data open data? 
The short answer is no, they are not47. A series of .xls or .doc files are certainly more useful 
than scanned .pdf documents, however, they are not open data; in the best-case scenario, 
they are editable. In order to be open, the data should fulfil several conditions. According 
to Directive 2019/1024 on open data and the re-use of public sector information, the open 
data are “in open format that can be freely used, re-used and shared by anyone for any 
purpose”. Then, open format means a file format that is “platform-independent and made 
available to the public without any restriction that impedes the re-use of documents”. 
Furthermore, the Directive encourages the principle of “open by design and by default”.

According to OECD48,

Even when data is disclosed, the information might not be in a readable format. A hard 
copy of a financial report in PDF format is different from a database with all financial 
records available for download. Data are not information. For disclosure of information 
to make sense and inform citizens, they need be organised in an intelligible and user-
friendly way. Ideally, all reports should be submitted and published in a standardised, 
machine-readable format so as to ensure their comparability, clarity and digestibility.

The data need to have legal status, which is supposed to be setting forth, by means 
of a license the access conditions that must be observed in order to use and reuse 
the respective data. Then, they need to be technically open, meaning there should be 
no barriers preventing access to such data. The data need to be machine readable and 
available in bulk49. 

Furthermore, the data need to be available. Which, in our case, is only partially true, as 
indicated hereinabove. The authority managing them should keep a record in which to 
include all data in its possession. The second condition is that they should be in a format 
based on which they can be reused and disseminated, which now only happens to a 
very limited extent. Most of the data are available in a fragmented manner, in different 
formats and need to be heavily edited in order to make sense. The third element consists 
of universal participation, meaning that anyone may use the data. Again, the comment 
above applies. 

In other words, the data on political funding are not open and cannot fulfil one of their 
main purposes, namely to be redistributed in their entirety or reinterpreted. The data.gov.
ro portal, which is the platform collecting open data in Romania contains only 24 data sets 
from the PEA and none of them relates to the funding of parties50. It is understandable 

47 See here the methodology for open data publication - http://ogp.gov.ro/nou/wp-content/
uploads/2018/07/Metodologie-date-deschise_iulie2018.pdf 
48 OECD, ”Financing democracy: Funding of Political Parties and Election Campaigns and the Risk 
of Policy Capture”, www.oecd-ilibrary.org/docserver/9789264249455-5-enpdf?expires=1614098
483&id=id&accname=guest&checksum=E8013CA139BF72FF365FA9EC25B2E526, 2016, p. 73
49 https://blog.okfn.org/2013/10/03/defining-open-data/
50 https://data.gov.ro/dataset?organization=autoritatea-electorala-permanenta&q=autoritatea+el
ectorala+permanenta&page=2

http://www.data.gov.ro
http://www.data.gov.ro
http://ogp.gov.ro/nou/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Metodologie-date-deschise_iulie2018.pdf
http://ogp.gov.ro/nou/wp-content/uploads/2018/07/Metodologie-date-deschise_iulie2018.pdf
http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/docserver/9789264249455-5-en.pdf?expires=1614098483&id=id&accname=guest&checksum=E8013CA139BF72FF365FA9EC25B2E526
http://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/docserver/9789264249455-5-en.pdf?expires=1614098483&id=id&accname=guest&checksum=E8013CA139BF72FF365FA9EC25B2E526
 https://blog.okfn.org/2013/10/03/defining-open-data/ 
 https://data.gov.ro/dataset?organization=autoritatea-electorala-permanenta&q=autoritatea+electorala+permanenta&page=2
 https://data.gov.ro/dataset?organization=autoritatea-electorala-permanenta&q=autoritatea+electorala+permanenta&page=2
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that the political parties submit signed, scanned documents, to ensure the accuracy and 
integrity of data however, this does not mean that the data may not be posed in parallel in 
an easily processed format.

The data should also be characterized by an open format standard, “determined in writing 
and containing specifications regarding the requirements for providing interoperability of 
computer systems”. The existing data may not be interconnected at all, especially since 
they are not posted in the form of an actual database. The names of the political parties are 
written inconsistently, the databases never include the taxpayer identification numbers, 
they are written with or without diacritics, with hyphens, quotes, in certain cases the 
name is approximate, etc. In order to build the www.banipartide.ro platform, the data were 
uniformized and new elements were added in the database, allowing their connection – 
for instance, single names written in the format PSD, PNL, USR etc. In addition, not even 
the databases devoted to the same topic, such as the results of elections, preserve their 
format one year after the other, and need to be standardised.

Interconnecting the databases would make it possible to check the donors, for instance. 
Considering that the companies cannot donate money or goods to a political party for 
a certain period, if they had procurement contracts with the state, an interconnection 
with SICAP (Romanian e-procurement platform) should exist to allow for cross-checking 
whenever necessary. Or when the assets statements will be available in electronic format, 
candidates’ contributions may be correlated with their wealth, in order to check whether 
they are realistic and even legal.

Therefore, one of the key actions to be taken is to connect the information and allow exports 
of centralised data. Obviously, this is a significant political commitment, because it would 
allow an even higher transparency of the political life. There are sufficient interesting 
examples where the electoral authorities or in charge of oversight of political funding use 
digital platforms allowing the gathering and export of data in that respect. For instance, 
the UK Electoral Commission51 allows data to be downloaded in .csv format, depending on 
extensive search options. Similarly, the Estonian Commission monitoring the funding of 
political parties52, the US Federal Electoral Commission53, the Audit Authority of Finland54, 
the Georgian State Audit Office55 or the Lithuanian Central Electoral Commission56. The 
Norway Statistics Office57 also allows searches depending on various criteria in connection 
with the funding of parties, as far back as 2005. The Canadian electoral authorities post 
open format data, including in their original form, provided by the political parties, and in 
the revised form58.  

51 Please see here. 
52 www.erjk.ee/en/financing-reports/expenditure-reports?period=show_all&period_to=&party=all_
by_party&group=45_sum&quarter=&quarter_to=
53 www.fec.gov/data/receipts/individual-contributions/?two_year_transaction_period=2020&min_
amount=2000
54 www.puoluerahoitus.fi/en/index.html
55 https://monitoring.sao.ge/ka
56 www.rinkejopuslapis.lt/ataskaitu-formavimas
57 www.ssb.no/en/valg/statistikker/partifin
58 www.elections.ca/content.aspx?section=fin&dir=oda&document=index&lang=e

http://www.banipartide.ro
http://search.electoralcommission.org.uk/Search?currentPage=1&rows=10&sort=AcceptedDate&order=desc&tab=1&open=filter&et=pp&isIrishSourceYes=true&isIrishSourceNo=true&date=Accepted&from=2020-07-01&to=2020-09-30&prePoll=false&postPoll=true&register=ni&register=gb&optCols=Register&optCols=IsIrishSource&optCols=ReportingPeriodName
http://www.erjk.ee/en/financing-reports/expenditure-reports?period=show_all&period_to=&party=all_by_party&group=45_sum&quarter=&quarter_to
http://www.erjk.ee/en/financing-reports/expenditure-reports?period=show_all&period_to=&party=all_by_party&group=45_sum&quarter=&quarter_to
http://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/individual-contributions/?two_year_transaction_period=2020&min_amount=2000 
http://www.fec.gov/data/receipts/individual-contributions/?two_year_transaction_period=2020&min_amount=2000 
https://www.puoluerahoitus.fi/en/index.html
https://monitoring.sao.ge/ka
http://www.rinkejopuslapis.lt/ataskaitu-formavimas 
http://www.ssb.no/en/valg/statistikker/partifin 
https://www.elections.ca/content.aspx?section=fin&dir=oda&document=index&lang=e
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Figura 5 CEC Lituania

Figura 6 UK Electoral Commission
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Figura 7 Statistics Norway

Figure 8 Partifinansiering.no - Norway
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There are many other examples, we will not study them here exhaustively, especially 
since that we have focused on several cases in Europe59. We should take into account the 
different laws applicable in each country (in certain countries, it is mandatory to use online 
platforms, in others it is optional), as well the data collection method (web platforms, 
software, templates), the parties’ organisational culture etc. We did not review the manner 
in which political funding is organised in these countries and their specific issues, which 
fall in another topic, but rather the manner in which the data are made public.

As a conclusion, we consider that public debates are essential, and they should be going 
beyond the political parties, the Parliament and the strictly legal area and to focus on a 
general outlook of how the transparency of political funding should be enhanced, but also 
on how the data are collected and how to make the most of the information by having it 
opened to the public. At present, we believe that both legislative amendments, regarding 
the information and reports to be collected and published, and the debates on the practice 
are necessary, and the implementation of the new directive on open data is precisely 
the opportunity for this debate. The PEA took major steps in the past years in terms of 
reports and the manner in which they are made public, however, there is still room for 
improvement. We need to remember that, in 2024, there will be four rounds of elections 
within a very show time span, and the need and demand of transparency will be all that 
much higher.

How could open data and a more extensive publication of some data help us? Just a 
few examples, taken – as a first – from the www.banipartide.ro platform 

We have already covered some of the ways in which the publication of data on political 
funding could impact the public environment. It would allow for a cross-examination 
(assets statements, financial statements, candidate profile etc.), but it could also enable 
analysts to prepare more complex analyses. Just a few examples: how much does a vote 
cost, how expensive have the campaigns been in the past 10 years, what was the share 
of the subsidies in the political parties’ income, how much money was invested from the 
budget in reimbursements etc. Even though we did not have the data at our disposal and 
we have been gathering them for more than one year from every nooks and crannies of 
the Internet, we try to answer these questions ourselves, by means of the diagrams below. 
These data do not exist in a structured manner in the public area, and EFOR provides them 
here, for the first time.

Before reading the diagrams, please keep the following in mind:

• Some of the data are incomplete or approximate (for instance, the data concerning 
the 2020 local elections, or the 2016 elections, which are not available); still, the current 
image is representative and does not distort the outcome of our analysis;

• Also considered should be the fluctuations in the value of money, which could 
partially influence YoY comparisons. The values given below reflect the situation at 
that time;

• The reporting of income and expenditure changed in 2015, and this also reflects in 
some of the comparisons provided here and on the website. 

59 You may find more examples in International IDEA, “Digital Solutions for Political Finance 
Reporting and Disclosure”,  www.idea.int/sites/default/files/publications/digital-solutions-for-
political-finance-reporting-and-disclosure-a-practical-guide.pdf, 2017

http://www.idea.int/sites/default/files/publications/digital-solutions-for-political-finance-reporting-and-disclosure-a-practical-guide.pdf
http://www.idea.int/sites/default/files/publications/digital-solutions-for-political-finance-reporting-and-disclosure-a-practical-guide.pdf
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In order to see the entire history of political funding since 2006 until 2020, please visit 
the www.banipartide.ro platform. 

Figure 9 General status of income and expenditure for elections, 2007-2020
* for the 2020 elections, the data are partial, however, they cover all key competitors

Figure 10 Income and expenditure in PSD campaigns
* the diagram also includes central alliances such as USL in 2012 (l+p), however, it does not 

include the local alliances 
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Figure 11 Income and expenditure in PNL campaigns
* the diagram also includes central alliances such as USL in 2012 (l+p), however, it does not 

include the local alliances

Figure 12 Income and expenditure in PDL campaigns
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Figure 13 Reimbursements
* for PSD, the amount of 3.3 million is also included, for which there is a court decision for 

reimbursement, in connection with the 2009 EU Parliamentary elections

Figure 14 Costs per vote, presidential elections (expenditure/number of votes)
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Figure 15 Costs per vote, Parliamentary elections (expenditure /number of votes)

Figure 16 Costs per vote, EU Parliamentary elections (expenditure /number of votes)
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Figure 17 Types of expenses in election campaigns, 2008-2020

A few conclusions:

• The reimbursements that became available increased the incomes and 
expenditures for the electoral process, as the electoral competitors became 
increasingly confident that they would get their money back, and no longer had to 
worry about debts. 

• The parties’ sources of incomes significantly changed, and this had an effect on 
the election campaign. Some of them were almost exclusively funded from subsidies 
(2019 presidential elections, 2019 EU Parliament elections). 

• The balance between income and expenditures changed, and after 2015, in most 
cases, the parties ceased spending much in excess of the money available to them, 
the cases where the expenditures exceed the incme are limited, while the differences 
are small. The most generous parties – from money they did not possess – were 
PNL, PSD and PC in 2007, 2009 and 2014. For instance, for the 2009 presidential 
campaign, PNL spent twice the money it had gathered. The same for the 2007 EU 
Parliament elections.

• The cost per vote also increased. EFOR estimates suggest that, out of the 
presidential, Parliamentary, and EU Parliament elections, political parties pay the 
most to get votes in the parliamentary elections (we have not calculated the cost 
for local elections, because of the complexity of alliances). The most expensive vote 
was paid by Pro Romania, in the 2020 Parliament elections, more specifically RON 
57.76; besides, Pro România, ALDE and PMP seem to have paid the most for votes. 
The cheapest vote was paid by PNL+PDL for the 2014 presidential elections, RON 0.8 
(calculations only for major parties)
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• The purpose of electoral expenditure also changed. Starting from 2015, electoral 
competitors may no longer use outdoor advertising during the campaign, as reflected 
in the diagram that illustrates the types of expenditures. On the contrary, in 2019, 
and especially in 2020, the political parties resorted to online advertising. Promotional 
materials and radio–TV and mass-media advertising remain constant and account 
for a large portion of the expenditures; what is surprising is that the political parties 
invested a lot of money in printouts, even during the pandemics.

More on www.banipartide.ro

Sources of data

• www.legislatie.just.ro and  www.lege5.ro – IERs, centralized situations of income 
and expenditure, annual data (donations, membership fees, loans, other sources of 
income), reimbursments, legislation

• PEA webpages - www.roaep.ro/finantare and  www.finantarepartide.ro – IERs, 
contributions to the electoral campaign, annual reports, activity reports, templates, 
subsidies, Fiscal Register 

• data.gov.ro – financial statements of the political parties 

• mfinante.gov.ro/domenii/informatii-contribuabili/persoane-juridice/info-pj-
selectie-dupa-cui - financial statements of the political parties

• Central Electoral Bureau webpages and http://alegeri.roaep.ro/ for election results 

• integritate.eu – assets and interest statements

http://www.banipartide.ro
http://www.legislatie.just.ro/
http://www.lege5.ro/
http://www.roaep.ro/finantare
http://www.finantarepartide.ro/
http://data.gov.ro/
http://mfinante.gov.ro/domenii/informatii-contribuabili/persoane-juridice/info-pj-selectie-dupa-cui
http://mfinante.gov.ro/domenii/informatii-contribuabili/persoane-juridice/info-pj-selectie-dupa-cui
http://alegeri.roaep.ro/
http://integritate.eu/
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